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SELSKABSOPLYSNINGER 1

Selskab

Navigio A/S
Ny Østergade 12, 4.
1101,  København K

CVR-nummer 34 87 83 74

Hjemsted: København K

Direktion

Peter Christian Bengtsson Westford

Bestyrelse

Peter Christian Bengtsson Westford

Britta Margareta Bengtsson

Eric Fredrik Hemviken

Revision
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statsautoriseret revisionsaktieselskab
Buddingevej 312
2860 Søborg
CVR-nr. 19263096

Vibeke Düring Reyes Jensen, statsautoriseret revisor
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LEDELSESBERETNING 2022 2

Væsentligste aktiviteter
Navigio A/S' hovedaktivitet er at yde konsulentydelser indenfor organisationsudvikling, lederskab 
og rekruttering samt handel og administration med fast ejendom.

Navigio A/S har base i København og ejes af Inkommensura AB, 556659-6911.
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LEDELSESPÅTEGNING 3

Bestyrelsen og direktionen har dags dato behandlet og godkendt årsrapporten for 1. januar  - 
31. december 2022 for Navigio A/S.

Årsrapporten aflægges i overensstemmelse med årsregnskabsloven. 

Det er vor opfattelse, at årsregnskabet giver et retvisende billede af selskabets aktiver, passiver
og finansielle stilling pr. 31. december 2022 samt af resultatet af selskabets aktiviteter for regn-
skabsåret 1. januar  - 31. december 2022.

Ledelsesberetningen indeholder efter vor opfattelse en retvisende redegørelse for de forhold,
beretningen omhandler.

Årsrapporten indstilles til generalforsamlingens godkendelse.

Stockholm, den 14. juni 2023

I direktionen

Peter Christian Bengtsson Westford
Adm. Direktør

I bestyrelsen

Peter Christian Bengtsson Westford Britta Margareta Bengtsson
Formand

Eric Fredrik Hemviken
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DEN UAFHÆNGIGE REVISORS REVISIONSPÅTEGNING 4

Til kapitalejerne i Navigio A/S

Konklusion
Vi har revideret årsregnskabet for Navigio A/S for regnskabsåret 1. januar  - 31. december 2022,
der omfatter anvendt regnskabspraksis, resultatopgørelse, balance, egenkapitalopgørelse og noter. 
Årsregnskabet udarbejdes efter årsregnskabsloven.

Det er vores opfattelse, at årsregnskabet giver et retvisende billede af selskabets aktiver, passiver og 
finansielle stilling pr. 31. december 2022 samt af resultatet af selskabets aktiviteter for regnskabs-
året 1. januar  - 31. december 2022 i overensstemmelse med årsregnskabsloven.

Grundlag for konklusion
Vi har udført vores revision i overensstemmelse med internationale standarder om revision og de 
yderligere krav, der er gældende i Danmark. Vores ansvar ifølge disse standarder og krav er nærmere 
beskrevet i revisionspåtegningens afsnit "Revisors ansvar for revisionen af årsregnskabet". 

Vi er uafhængige af selskabet i overensstemmelse med International Ethics Standards Board for 
Accountants' internationale retningslinjer for revisorers etiske adfærd (IESBA Code) og de yderligere 
etiske krav, der er gældende i Danmark, ligesom vi har opfyldt vores øvrige etiske forpligtelser i 
henhold til disse krav og IESBA Code. 

Det er vores opfattelse, at det opnåede revisionsbevis er tilstrækkeligt og egnet som grundlag 
for vores konklusion.

Ledelsens ansvar for årsregnskabet
Ledelsen har ansvaret for udarbejdelsen af et årsregnskab, der giver et retvisende billede i overens-
stemmelse med årsregnskabsloven. Ledelsen har endvidere ansvaret for den interne kontrol, som 
ledelsen anser for nødvendig for at udarbejde et årsregnskab uden væsentlig fejlinformation, uanset 
om denne skyldes besvigelser eller fejl.

Ved udarbejdelsen af årsregnskabet er ledelsen ansvarlig for at vurdere selskabets evne til at fort-
sætte driften; at oplyse om forhold vedrørende fortsat drift, hvor dette er relevant; samt at udarbejde
årsregnskabet på grundlag af regnskabsprincippet om fortsat drift, medmindre ledelsen enten har til
hensigt at likvidere selskabet, indstille driften eller ikke har andet realistisk alternativ end at gøre dette.

Revisors ansvar for revisionen af årsregnskabet
Vores mål er at opnå høj grad af sikkerhed for, om årsregnskabet som helhed er uden væsentlig fejl-
information, uanset om denne skyldes besvigelser eller fejl, og at afgive en revisionspåtegning med en
konklusion. Høj grad af sikkerhed er et højt niveau af sikkerhed, men ikke en garanti for, at en revision,
der udføres i overensstemmelse med internationale standarder om revision og de yderligere krav, der
er gældende i Danmark, altid vil afdække væsentlig fejlinformation, når sådan findes. Fejlinformationer
kan opstå som følge af besvigelser eller fejl og kan betragtes som væsentlige, hvis det med rimelighed
kan forventes, at de enkeltvis eller samlet har indflydelse på de økonomiske beslutninger, som regn-
skabsbrugerne træffer på grundlag af årsregnskabet.
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DEN UAFHÆNGIGE REVISORS REVISIONSPÅTEGNING 5

Som led i en revision, der udføres i overensstemmelse med internationale standarder om revision og
de yderligere krav, der er gældende i Danmark, foretager vi faglige vurderinger og opretholder
professionel skepsis under revisionen. Herudover:

* Identificerer og vurderer vi risikoen for væsentlig fejlinformation i årsregnskabet, uanset om
denne skyldes besvigelser eller fejl, udformer og udfører revisionshandlinger som reaktion 
på disse risici samt opnår revisionsbevis, der er tilstrækkeligt og egnet til at danne grundlag
for vores konklusion. Risikoen for ikke at opdage væsentlig fejlinformation forårsaget af 
besvigelser er højere end ved væsentlig fejlinformation forårsaget af fejl, idet besvigelser
kan omfatte sammensværgelser, dokumentfalsk, bevidste udeladelser, vildledning eller
tilsidesættelse af intern kontrol.

* Opnår vi forståelse af den interne kontrol med relevans for revisionen for at kunne udforme
revisionshandlinger, der er passende efter omstændighederne, men ikke for at kunne udtrykke
en konklusion om effektiviteten af selskabets interne kontrol.

* Tager vi stilling til, om den regnskabspraksis, som er anvendt af ledelsen, er passende, samt
om de regnskabsmæssige skøn og tilknyttede oplysninger, som ledelsen har udarbejdet, er
rimelige.

* Konkluderer vi, om ledelsens udarbejdelse af årsregnskabet på grundlag af regnskabsprincip-
pet om fortsat drift er passende, samt om der på grundlag af det opnåede revisionsbevis er
væsentlig usikkerhed forbundet med begivenheder eller forhold, der kan skabe betydelig
tvivl om selskabets evne til at fortsætte driften. Hvis vi konkluderer, at der er en væsentlig
usikkerhed, skal vi i vores revisionspåtegning gøre opmærksom på oplysninger herom i 
årsregnskabet eller, hvis sådanne oplysninger ikke er tilstrækkelige, modificere vores kon-
klusion. Vores konklusioner er baseret på det revisionsbevis, der er opnået frem til datoen
for vores revisionspåtegning. Fremtidige begivenheder eller forhold kan dog medføre, at 
selskabet ikke længere kan fortsætte driften.

* Tager vi stilling til den samlede præsentation, struktur og indhold af årsregnskabet, herunder
noteoplysningerne, samt om årsregnskabet afspejler de underliggende transaktioner og
begivenheder på en sådan måde, at der gives et retvisende billede heraf.

Vi kommunikerer med den øverste ledelse om blandt andet det planlagte omfang og den tidsmæssige 
placering af revisionen samt betydelige revisionsmæssige observationer, herunder eventuelle betyde-
lige mangler i intern kontrol, som vi identificerer under revisionen.
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DEN UAFHÆNGIGE REVISORS REVISIONSPÅTEGNING 6

Udtalelse om ledelsesberetningen
Ledelsen er ansvarlig for ledelsesberetningen.

Vores konklusion om årsregnskabet omfatter ikke ledelsesberetningen, og vi udtrykker ingen form for
konklusion med sikkerhed om ledelsesberetningen.

I tilknytning til vores revision af årsregnskabet er det vores ansvar at læse ledelsesberetningen og i den
forbindelse overveje, om ledelsesberetningen er væsentlig inkonsistent med årsregnskabet eller vores
viden opnået ved revisionen eller på anden måde synes at indeholde væsentlig fejlinformation.

Vores ansvar er derudover at overveje, om ledelsesberetningen indeholder krævede oplysninger i 
henhold til årsregnskabsloven.

Baseret på det udførte arbejde er det vores opfattelse, at ledelsesberetningen er i overensstemmelse
med årsregnskabet og er udarbejdet i overensstemmelse med årsregnskabslovens krav. Vi har ikke 
fundet væsentlig fejlinformation i ledelsesberetningen.

Søborg, den 14. juni 2023

inforevision

statsautoriseret revisionsaktieselskab
(CVR-nr. 19263096)

Vibeke Düring Reyes Jensen
statsautoriseret revisor
MNE-nr. 11673
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ANVENDT REGNSKABSPRAKSIS 7

Årsrapporten er udarbejdet i overensstemmelse med dansk regnskabslovgivning samt almindeligt
anerkendt regnskabspraksis. 

Årsrapporten aflægges efter årsregnskabslovens regnskabsklasse B

GENERELT OM INDREGNING OG MÅLING

Regnskabet er udarbejdet med udgangspunkt i det historiske kostprisprincip.

Indtægterne indregnes i resultatopgørelsen i takt med, at de indtjenes. Herudover indregnes
værdireguleringer af finansielle aktiver og forpligtelser, der måles til dagsværdi eller amortiseret
kostpris. Endvidere indregnes i resultatopgørelsen alle omkostninger, der er afholdt for at opnå
årets indtjening, herunder afskrivninger, nedskrivninger og hensatte forpligtelser samt tilbage-
førsler som følge af ændrede regnskabsmæssige skøn af beløb, der tidligere har været indregnet
i resultatopgørelsen.

Aktiver indregnes i balancen, når det er sandsynligt, at fremtidige økonomiske fordele vil tilflyde
selskabet, og aktivets værdi kan måles pålideligt.

Forpligtelser indregnes i balancen, når det er sandsynligt, at fremtidige økonomiske fordele vil
fragå selskabet, og forpligtelsens værdi kan måles pålideligt.

Ved første indregning måles aktiver og forpligtelser til kostpris. Efterfølgende måles aktiver og
forpligtelser som beskrevet for hver enkelt regnskabspost nedenfor.

Visse finansielle aktiver og forpligtelser måles til amortiseret kostpris, hvorved der indregnes
en konstant effektiv rente over løbetiden. Amortiseret kostpris opgøres som oprindelig kostpris
med fradrag af afdrag og tillæg/fradrag af den akkumulerede afskrivning af forskellen mellem
kostprisen og det nominelle beløb. Herved fordeles kurstab og -gevinst over løbetiden.

Ved indregning og måling tages hensyn til forudsigelige tab og risici, der fremkommer, inden
årsrapporten aflægges, og som be- eller afkræfter forhold, der eksisterer på balancedagen.

Som målevaluta benyttes danske kroner. Alle andre valutaer anses som fremmed valuta.

VALUTAOMREGNING
Transaktioner i fremmed valuta er i årets løb omregnet til transaktionsdagens kurs. Hvis valuta-
positioner anses for sikring af fremtidige pengestrømme, indregnes værdireguleringerne direkte
på egenkapitalen.

Tilgodehavender og gæld i fremmed valuta er indregnet til balancedagens kurs.
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ANVENDT REGNSKABSPRAKSIS, FORTSAT 8

Realiserede og urealiserede valutakursfortjenester og -tab er indregnet i resultatopgørelsen 
under finansielle indtægter og omkostninger.

RESULTATOPGØRELSEN

Resultatopgørelsen er artsopdelt.

Bruttofortjeneste
Selskabet har foretaget et sammendrag af posterne "nettoomsætning" samt "eksterne omkostninger".

Nettoomsætning
Som indtægtskriterium anvendes leveringskriteriet, således at nettoomsætningen omfatter årets
leverede omsætning. Nettoomsætningen ved salg af ydelser indregnes i resultatopgørelsen, 
såfremt levering og risikoovergang til køber har fundet sted inden regnskabsårets udgang. Netto-
omsætningen måles til dagsværdien ekskl. moms og med fradrag af afgivne rabatter.

Personaleomkostninger
Personaleomkostninger omfatter løn og gager, inklusive feriepenge og pensioner samt andre 
omkostninger til social sikring m.v. til selskabets medarbejdere. I personaleomkostninger er 
fratrukket modtagne godtgørelser fra offentlige myndigheder.
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ANVENDT REGNSKABSPRAKSIS, FORTSAT 9

Eksterne omkostninger
Eksterne omkostninger omfatter omkostninger til administrationsomkostninger.

Andre finansielle indtægter og øvrige finansielle omkostninger
Finansielle indtægter og omkostninger indregnes i resultatopgørelsen med de beløb, der vedrører
regnskabsåret. Finansielle poster omfatter renter, realiserede og urealiserede valutakurs- fortjenester 
og -tab, samt rentetillæg og rentegodtgørelse under acontoskatteordningen.

Skat af årets resultat og selskabsskat
Skat af årets resultat udgør 22% af det regnskabsmæssige resultat korrigeret for ikke indkomst-
skattepligtige og ikke fradragsberettigede poster.

Skat af årets resultat er sammensat af den forventede skat af årets skattepligtige indkomst reguleret
for årets forskydning i udskudt skat. Ændring i udskudt skat som følge af ændring i skattesatser 
indregnes i resultatopgørelsen. 

Selskabsskat, vedrørende regnskabsåret, som ikke er afregnet på balancedagen, klassificeres som
selskabsskat under enten tilgodehavender eller gældsforpligtelser.

Selskabet er omfattet af acontoskatteordningen. Rentegodtgørelse og rentetillæg er indregnet un-
der finansielle indtægter og omkostninger.
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ANVENDT REGNSKABSPRAKSIS, FORTSAT 10

BALANCEN

Balancen er opstillet i kontoform.

AKTIVER

Materielle anlægsaktiver
Materielle anlægsaktiver måles til kostpris med fradrag af akkumulerede afskrivninger.
Afskrivningsgrundlaget er kostpris med fradrag af forventet restværdi efter afsluttet brugstid. 

Kostprisen omfatter anskaffelsesprisen samt omkostninger direkte tilknyttet anskaffelsen
indtil det tidspunkt, hvor aktivet er klar til at blive taget i brug.

Kostprisen på et samlet aktiv opdeles i separate bestanddele, der afskrives hver for sig, hvis brugs-
tiden på de enkelte betanddele er væsentlig forskellig.

Afskrivninger påbegyndes, når aktiverne er klar til ibrugtagning. Der foretages lineære afskrivninger
baseret på følgende forventninger til brugstid og restværdier:

Brugstid Restværdi

Indretning af lejede lokaler 5 år 0%

Småaktiver med en levetid under et år er omkostningsført i resultatopgørelsen under eksterne
omkostninger.

Fortjeneste/tab ved salg eller udrangering er medtaget i resultatopgørelsen under bruttofortjeneste. 

Tilgodehavender
Tilgodehavender måles til amortiseret kostpris, der sædvanligvis svarer til nominel værdi. Værdien
reduceres med nedskrivning til imødegåelse af forventede tab efter en individuel vurdering.

Periodeafgrænsningsposter
Periodeafgrænsningsposter, indregnet under aktiver, omfatter afholdte omkostninger vedrørende
efterfølgende regnskabsår.
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ANVENDT REGNSKABSPRAKSIS, FORTSAT 11

PASSIVER

Egenkapital
Ledelsens forslag til udbytte for regnskabsåret vises som en særskilt post under egenkapitalen. 

Hensættelser til udskudt skat
Udskudt skat måles efter den balanceorienterede gældsmetode. Der er hensat til udskudt skat 
med 22% af alle midlertidige forskelle mellem regnskabsmæssig og skattemæssig værdi af aktiver
og forpligtelser og under hensyntagen til henholdsvis den planlagte anvendelse af aktivet og afvikling 
af forpligtelsen. Skatteværdien af fremførselsberettigede skattemæssige underskud indgår i 
opgørelsen af den udskudte skat, såfremt det er sandsynligt, at underskuddene kan udnyttes.

Udskudte skatteaktiver måles til nettorealisationsværdi, hvorved de indregnes med den værdi, som 
de forventes at blive udnyttet med i en overskuelig fremtid, enten ved udligning i skat af fremtidig 
indtjening eller ved modregning i udskudte skatteforpligtelser. 

Udskudte skatteaktiver som ikke forventes udnyttet inden for en kortere årrække, er noteoplyst
under eventualaktiver.

Gældsforpligtelser
Gældsforpligtelser er målt til amortiseret kostpris svarende til nominel værdi. 
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RESULTATOPGØRELSE 12
1. JANUAR  - 31. DECEMBER 2022

Note 2022 2021

BRUTTOFORTJENESTE -58.936 -59.231

1 Personaleomkostninger 0 -1.119

INDTJENINGSBIDRAG -58.936 -60.350

5 Af- og nedskr. på materielle og immaterielle anlægsaktiver 0 0

RESULTAT AF PRIMÆR DRIFT -58.936 -60.350

2 Andre finansielle indtægter 372.437 738.055
3 Øvrige finansielle omkostninger -135.336 -9.012

RESULTAT FØR SKAT 178.165 668.693

4 Skat af årets resultat 0 0

ÅRETS RESULTAT 178.165 668.693

RESULTATDISPONERING

Årets resultat foreslås disponeret således:

Overført resultat 178.165 668.693

ÅRETS RESULTAT 178.165 668.693
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BALANCE PR. 31. DECEMBER 2022 13
AKTIVER

Note 31/12 2022 31/12 2021

Tilgodehavender fra salg og tjenesteydelser 0 129.264
Tilgodehavender hos tilknyttede virksomheder 0 0
Andre tilgodehavender 5.264 10.664
Periodeafgrænsningsposter 0 38.475

TILGODEHAVENDER 5.264 178.403

LIKVIDE BEHOLDNINGER 835.272 890.842

OMSÆTNINGSAKTIVER 840.536 1.069.245

AKTIVER I ALT 840.536 1.069.245
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BALANCE PR. 31. DECEMBER 2022 14
PASSIVER

Note 31/12 2022 31/12 2021

Virksomhedskapital 500.000 500.000
Overført resultat -1.767.652 -1.945.817

EGENKAPITAL -1.267.652 -1.445.817

Leverandører af varer og tjenesteydelser -4.225 30.212
6 Gæld til tilknyttede virksomheder 2.112.413 2.484.850

Anden gæld 0 0

KORTFRISTEDE GÆLDSFORPLIGTELSER 2.108.188 2.515.062

GÆLDSFORPLIGTELSER 2.108.188 2.515.062

PASSIVER I ALT 840.536 1.069.245
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EGENKAPITALOPGØRELSE 15

Virksom- Overført
hedskapital resultat I alt

Egenkapital pr. 1/1 2021 500.000 -2.614.510 -2.114.510
Overført via resultatdisponeringen 0 668.693 668.693

Egenkapital pr. 1/1 2022 500.000 -1.945.817 -1.445.817

Overført via resultatdisponeringen 0 178.165 178.165

Egenkapital pr. 31/12 2022 500.000 -1.767.652 -1.267.652

Virksomhedskapitalen består af 500 stk. aktier á kr. 1.000. Kapitalen er ikke opdelt i klasser.
Der har ikke siden stiftelsen været bevægelser på egenkapitalen. 
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NOTER 16

1 Personaleomkostninger 2022 2021

Gager og lønninger 0 0
Andre omkostninger til social sikring 0 1.119

I ALT 0 1.119

Det gennemsnitlige antal heltidsbeskæftigede har i regnskabsåret udgjort 0 mod 1 i sidste
regnskabsår.

2 Andre finansielle indtægter 2021 2020

Renteindtægter fra tilknyttede virksomheder 0 0
Finansielle indtægter i øvrigt 372.437 0

I ALT 372.437 0

3 Øvrige finansielle omkostninger 2022 2021

Renteomkostninger til tilknyttede virksomheder 0 0
Nedskrivning på tilgodehavende 129.264
Finansielle omkostninger i øvrigt 6.072 9.012

I ALT 135.336 9.012

4 Selskabsskat og udskudt skat

Ifølge resul-
Selskabsskat Udskudt skat tatopgørelse 2021

Skyldig pr. 1/1 2022 0 0 0 0
Betalt acontoskat 0 0 0 0
Skat af årets resultat 0 0 0 0

SKYLDIG PR. 31/12 2022 0 0

SKAT AF ÅRETS RESULTAT 0 0
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NOTER 17

5 Anlægs- og afskrivningsoversigt,
materielle anlægsaktiver

Indretning af
lejede lokaler I ALT 31/12 2021

Kostpris pr. 1/1 2022 15.832 15.832 15.832
Tilgang i året 0 0 0
Afgang i året 0 0 0

KOSTPRIS PR. 31/12 2022 15.832 15.832 15.832

Af- og nedskrivninger pr. 1/1 2022 15.832 15.832 15.832
Årets nedskrivninger 0 0 0
Årets afskrivninger 0 0 0
Af- og nedskrivn., afgang i året 0 0 0

AF- OG NEDSKR. PR. 31/12 2022 15.832 15.832 15.832

REGN. VÆRDI PR. 31/12 2022 0 0 0

6 Gæld til tilknyttede virksomheder

Moderselskabet og anden tilknyttet virksomhed har afgivet tilbagetrædelseserklæring for 
sit tilgodehavende i selskabet med t.kr. 2.112.

7 Eventualaktiver

Selskabet har ikke indregnede udskudte skatteaktiver på t.kr. 378.
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Purpose of the document

Scrive eSign is a system for signing documents electronically. This document provides a brief introduction to Scrive eSign so that a holder of a Scrive e-signed document can easily explain such document in court. For in-depth documentation, start by reading the attachment Evidence Package Introduction.

Scrive eSign system

Scrive eSign is developed by Scrive AB and is designed to:

		Enable its users to define workflows for signing electronically

		Execute the signing workflow

		Record as many of the signatories’ actions as possible as log data

		Once all signatories have signed, produce a final digital evidence package of the electronically signed materials together with the log data and other supporting materials necessary to optimise the usefulness of the evidence (the “Evidence Package”)



E-signing workflow

This is how a document is signed through Scrive eSign:

		To start the signing process the user of Scrive eSign either a) defines the signing process in the administrative user interface and selects to start the process, b) starts from a template process in the administrative user interface or c) starts from a template process within a system that has integrated with Scrive.

		To access the signing workflow the counterpart(s) either a) receive an email or SMS with an invitation to sign electronically and a link to the e-signing user interface, b) receive a tablet with the e-signing user interface already opened or c) are redirected from a webpage or client application user interface to the e-signing user interface.

		To review the document the counterpart(s) view the e-signing user interface and a) read instructions at the top that they shall follow the green instruction arrows to complete the signing process, b) depending on the signing process settings enter or not enter extra information into the document such as text and signatures, checks in checkboxes and extra document appendices and c) scroll through all document pages to reach the button with the text “sign” placed below the last page of the document (the “Signing Button”).

		To sign the document the counterpart(s) presses the Signing Button and, depending on the signing process settings, either a) a popup appears where they are informed that by clicking the Signing Button at the bottom of the popup, they are signing the document and that Scrive eSign will register their signature or b) a popup appears where they are asked to select their type of e-legitimation and sign the document using their installed eID application. 

		The confirmation text that the document has been signed upon clicking the Signing Button, is automatically displayed to the counterpart(s) in a web user interface and b) sent to the counterpart(s) in an email including the Evidence Package.



Evidence Package

To understand how to generate quality evidence in a digital environment Scrive has studied several evidence container technologies such as the signed paper, the printed facsimile and the recorded voice. We found that there has been good reason to perceive the signed paper document as the gold standard for evidence quality; it has several inherent qualities that are not easily transferrable into digital formats.

As a result of our research Scrive eSign has been designed to produce an Evidence Package that reproduce the evidence qualities of the paper, while at the same time add new qualities enabled by new technology. A key feature of the Evidence Package is that it shall be self-documenting, meaning that the signed document in itself shall contain all evidence necessary to explain the transaction.
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1. Purpose

The purpose of this document is to set a framework for the understanding of digital evidence quality. Additionally it explains how the Scrive e-signed documents relate to such framework.

2. What is quality digital evidence?

Evidence collection is a security measure that the parties signing an agreement or another type of document, use to protect themselves in the event of a future dispute. The evidence can serve the purpose of clarifying the circumstances of the signing event; what was signed, how it was signed and who the signatories were. The value of quality evidence cannot be overstated, as it can be the difference between winning and losing in the event of a dispute.

We have studied several evidence container technologies such as the signed paper document, the printed facsimile and the recorded voice to understand how to generate quality evidence in a digital environment. We found that there has been good reason to perceive the signed paper document as the gold standard for evidence quality; it has several inherent qualities that are not easily transferable into digital formats. In fact we found that new technologies have been introduced at the cost of significant loss in quality of evidence; crucial information is left out of such digital evidence containers and as a result the usefulness of such evidence is highly dependent on third parties. This section explores the key characteristics of the signed paper document as compared to digital evidence container formats with the purpose of exploring what is required to reproduce, or improve, the evidence characteristics of the signed paper document.

2.1 Integrity

To prove that evidence is legitimate it is important to be able to show that it has not been tampered with.

As outlined in the table below, integrity is an inherent quality of the signed paper document but not necessarily that of a digital evidence container. The integrity of a digital evidence container is highly dependent on the design of the system that produces it.

Question to ask:

How to emulate the integrity properties of the signed paper document in a digital evidence container?

				Signed paper document

		Digital evidence container



		Integrity

Can the evidence container be altered after its creation?

		A signed paper document is rarely questioned as evidence, unless there is good reason to believe otherwise. The reason being, that paper is by nature an immutable format; once signed it is difficult to manipulate the available evidence (typically paper mass, ink and fingerprints) without leaving traces of such manipulation. Thus a signed paper document is a durable “snapshot” of reality at the time that the document was signed.

		Digital evidence such as a PDF or an audio file, is by nature mutable. It is easy to alter digital evidence without leaving traces of manipulation.





2.2 Accessibility

To be able to make use of evidence it is key that it is as accessible as possible, meaning that all aspects of the evidence can be understood with a minimum amount of specialised expertise and tools.

As outlined in the table below, accessibility is an inherent quality of the signed paper document but not necessarily that of a digital evidence container. The accessibility of a digital evidence container is highly dependent on the design of the software that produces it.

Question to ask:

How to make a digital evidence container as accessible as a signed paper document?

				Signed paper document

		Digital evidence container



		Tools

What tools are required to display the evidence?

		All graphical elements (i.e. text and pictures) are visible to the naked eye, thus additional tools are never required for the interpretation thereof.

		All graphical elements are hidden to the naked eye, thus additional tools (machines and software) are always required for the interpretation thereof.

Additionally, different tools display the graphical elements in different ways so it is not given that all graphical elements in the file will be accessible to the naked eye or that it will be presented in the intended way.

Or even worse, to skew the balance of power and create an information advantage to one or several of the signatories, the intended way to display the graphical elements might be to hide them to make them difficult to find unless you know what tool to use and/or where to look for the graphical elements.



		Cost

How costly can it be to access the evidence?

		For the evidence that is harder to access such as fingerprints and the age of the ink, there are societal functions for the sole purpose of extracting that evidence.

		For the digital evidence that is harder to access, special resources not available to anyone such as special tools, expertise and research skills, might be required to extract all evidence.



		Comprehensibility

How Is the evidence format understood?

		As a standard format all aspects thereof are common knowledge, readily available to anyone interested.

		There is no one standard for digital evidence, therefore the format and available documentation for the interpretation thereof, is highly dependent on the design of the system that generated the evidence.





2.3 Evidence of intent

Contract law worldwide states that an offer and acceptance are elements required for the formation of a legally binding contract: the expression of an offer to contract on certain terms by one person (the “offeror”) to another person (the “offeree”), and an indication by the offeree of its acceptance of those terms. The other elements traditionally required for a legally binding contract are (i) consideration and (ii) an intention to create legal relations. Thus, intent is a key component in making a contract legally binding.

As outlined in the table below, evidence of intent is an inherent quality of the signed paper document but not necessarily that of a digital evidence container. The quality of the evidence of intent in a digital evidence container is highly dependent on the design of the software that produces it.

Question to ask:

How to produce evidence of the intent to sign in a digital signing environment and how to match that intent with a specific document?

				Signed paper document

		Digital evidence container



		Output

Is the final output the same as what is viewed at the time of signing?

		The signing environment (the paper document) is the same as the final output (the signed paper document).

		The digital signing environment is not the same as the final output. i.e. the displayed information is not the same as the digital evidence produced by the system after signing.



		Comprehensibility

Is the signing environment easily comprehensible to the signatory? 

		To sign a paper document is a standardised ritual to form a binding agreement. Therefore it is reasonable to maintain that any adult of age would understand their actions and that intent can be assumed.

		There are no standards for signing in a digital environment, the signing environments are subject to human creativity and the same signing environment may change from time to time, intentionally or unintentionally. Therefore it is not possible to assume that the signing environment made it immediately clear to the signatory that it was participating in the formation of a legally binding contract, thus intent can never be assumed.





Let us illustrate the potential consequences of weak evidence of intent in a digital signing environment with an example:

Two parties go to court over a contract signed in a digital signing environment. One of the parties claims that it didn’t sign a contract. Instead it claims that it was displayed with a) an interesting drawing of a blue elephant, b) a question if it would like to see an equally interesting pink sheep, and c) a button to proceed to view the pink sheep. Then the party selected to proceed by clicking the button to see the pink sheep, viewed the pink sheep and went to bed. There was no intent to sign a contract; there was only intent to view a pink sheep.

2.4 Evidence of identity

To be able to prove the identity of a signatory, the strength and accessibility of such evidence is key.

As outlined in the table below, evidence of identity is an inherent quality of the signed paper document but not necessarily that of a digital evidence container. The quality of the evidence of identity in a digital evidence container is highly dependent on the design of the software that produces it. On the other hand the signed paper document have inherent limitations to the type of evidence that can be included and the accessibility of such evidence, digital evidence containers don’t have such limitations to possibilities and accessibility and any type of digital evidence can be included and made easily accessible.

Question to ask:

How should the evidence of identity of the signing parties be captured and included into the evidence container?

				Signed paper document

		Digital evidence container



		Saving:

Is the evidence captured and included?

		Evidence of identity of the signing parties will automatically be captured and included into the document. The signatures can be used for graphological analysis, and fingerprints and other biometric materials from the signing parties can be used to authenticate the signatories.

		Evidence of identity of the signing parties will not be automatically captured and included into the document unless a) the software has been designed to do so, and b) the user of the software configures the software to do so.



		Formats:

In what formats can evidence be captured and included?

		There are limited possibilities to include evidence of identity other than the given; the signature, fingerprints and other biometric materials.

		New technology enables virtually unlimited possibilities to capture and include different types of evidence of identity such as audio, video, pictures and much more.



		Accessibility:

How accessible is the evidence?

		The evidence of identity is not easily accessible as it is costly and time consuming to request analysis of signatures, fingerprints and other biometric materials.

		The evidence of identity can be made easily accessible so that the usefulness thereof can be free and immediate to anyone.





2.5 Evidence of time

To be able to prove the time of a signature it is key to have exact evidence of time and that such evidence can be trusted to be accurate.

As outlined in the table below, trustworthy evidence of time is an inherent quality of the signed paper document but not necessarily that of a digital evidence container. The quality of the evidence of time in a digital evidence container is highly dependent on the design of the software that produces it. On the other hand the signed paper document have inherent limitations to the exactness of the evidence of time that can be included and the accessibility of such evidence, digital evidence containers don’t have such limitations to exactness and accessibility and very precise evidence of time can be included and made easily accessible.

Question to ask:

How to make sure that the evidence of time can be trusted to be correct?

				Signed paper document

		Digital evidence container



		Trust

Can the time be trusted? 

		The time of the event can be trusted as it can be found in the ink and there is a strong scientific foundation for the technique for chemical age determination.

		The time of the event is not automatically to be trusted because it is reported by a machine whose time settings cannot automatically be guaranteed to be correct.



		Exactness

How exact can the time be?

		The signed paper document offers limited possibilities to capture exact evidence of time. It is typically done manually through writing the date of when the signature was applied to the document. Additionally it is possible to analyse the time of the signature by chemical age determination of the applied ink. Neither of those methods provides exact evidence of time. Typically the manually applied time is only the day of the signature and the chemical age determination is even less exact.

		Digital evidence containers offer extensive possibilities to capture exact evidence of time and the evidence of time can be made to be very exact down to milliseconds, microseconds or even more exact.



		Accessibility

How accessible is the evidence?

		The evidence of time is not easily accessible as it is costly and time consuming to request analysis of signatures, fingerprints and other biometric materials.

		The evidence of time can be made easily accessible so that the usefulness thereof can be free and immediate to anyone.





2.6 Event history

To be able to prove a signature, events related to the actual signing event can be useful to strengthen the case.

As outlined in the table below, trustworthy evidence of time is an inherent quality of the signed paper document but not necessarily that of a digital evidence container. The quality of the evidence of time in a digital evidence container is highly dependent on the design of the software that produces it.

Question to ask: 

How much event information should be collected and what should be included in the evidence container?

				Signed paper document

		Digital evidence container



		Ease of saving

How easy is it to capture and include related evidence?

		Collection and inclusion of related evidence has to be done manually which is costly. Therefore it is less likely that the signatories will collect and include extra evidence as a preemptive measure.

		Collection and inclusion of related evidence can be done automatically which is cheap. Therefore it can be reasonable to with take preemptive measures to collect and include extra evidence automatically through the system generating the evidence container.





2.7 Control

As seen in the previous sections, evidence is composed of many different evidence features such as integrity, accessibility, intent, identity, time and events (the “Evidence Features”). The Evidence Features may be captured in the same evidence container or distributed across multiple evidence containers, within or outside of the signatory’s direct control, such as but not limited to documents, databases or human memory. Optimally, as much as possible of the Evidence Features should be concentrated into evidence containers under the signatory’s direct control because a) the third party can cease to exist and as a result the evidence may be destroyed, b) the third party’s systems and/or administration may change and affect the accessibility of the evidence for the signatory, c) the third party’s incentives as an agent to protect the integrity of the evidence may not be, or stop being, aligned with the signatory’s incentives as a principal and thus increasing the risk of evidence loss or the risk of tampering that may affect the evidence quality or d) any combination of the aforementioned scenarios.

As outlined in the table below, control is an inherent quality of the signed paper document but not necessarily that of a digital evidence container. The control of a digital evidence container is highly dependent on the design of the software that produces it.

Question to ask:

How to design a digital evidence container to include as much evidence as possible under the signatory’s direct control and independent from third parties?

				Signed paper document

		Digital evidence container



		Independence

How many of the Evidence Features are dependent on third parties to be useful?

		The paper naturally includes all Evidence Features.

		The digital evidence container must be designed specifically to include the Evidence Features, otherwise the Evidence Features will be left outside the direct control of the signatory.





3. Scrive’s solution

3.1 Introduction

We have now analysed the evidence quality characteristics of the signed paper document versus digital evidence containers. This section describes the Evidence Package and how it has been designed in relation to the evidence quality characteristics. Our goal has been to reproduce the evidence qualities of the signed paper document, the long-standing gold standard for evidence containers, while at the same time add new qualities enabled by new technology. The end result is an evidence container not only imitating the most important features of the signed paper document but also with qualities superior to the signed paper document.

As explained in the introduction section to this Evidence Documentation, Scrive eSign is designed to a) enable its users to define workflows for signing electronically, b) execute the e-signing workflow, c) record the evidence and d) once all signatories have signed, use the recorded evidence to produce the Evidence Package. Thus, the Evidence Package is the end result of all these four steps in Scrive eSign and to be able to understand the Evidence Package, it is important to understand each of these four steps. This section explains the four steps in Scrive eSign required for producing the Evidence Package.

3.2 Summary

The Evidence Package addresses the questions in the section “How to create quality evidence?” in the following ways:

		Topic

		Question

		Evidence Package



		Integrity

		How to emulate the immutability of the signed paper document in a digital evidence container?

		Scrive eSign seals the Evidence Package with a digital signature (see step 10 in the Service Description). Depending on which sealing method was chosen, one of two things is applicable. With Keyless Signature Infrastructure based digital signature: Within one (1) month and five (5) days Scrive eSign seals the Evidence Package with a Keyless Digital Signature (see step 11 in the Service Description) which can be used to verify the document’s integrity mathematically with the help of the Digital Signature Documentation (see step 9  in the Service Description). With PAdES digital signature: Protects the document with a tamper-evident seal and makes Long Term Validation (LTV) of the seal possible.



		Accessibility

		How to make a digital evidence container as accessible as a signed paper document?

		Scrive eSign append the Verification Page to the Signing PDF containing a brief documentation (see step 2  in the Service Description), append this Evidence Quality Framework (see step 4 in the Service Description) and append the full Service Description (see step 5  in the Service Description) these documents together explain the Evidence Package and, except from a few exceptions, eliminate the need for further expertise or resources.



		Evidence of Intent

		How to produce evidence of the intent to sign in a digital signing environment and how to match that intent with a specific document?

		Scrive eSign makes a screenshot of the confirmation in the signing environment of the Signatory, after the Signatory has signed and includes this screenshot into the Evidence of Intent (see step 8 in the Service Description). Behind the confirmation the document is visible to make it possible to match the intent with the document.



		Evidence of Identity

		How should the evidence of identity of the signing parties be captured and included into the evidence container? 

		Scrive eSign performs meticulous data collection in the Transaction Logs and then selected identity data is printed into the Verification Page (see step 6 in the Service Description) and all identity data is included into the Evidence Log (see step 4 in the Service Description).



		Evidence of time

		How to make sure that the evidence of time can be trusted to be correct?

		Scrive eSign collects time of events and Clock Error Samples into the Transaction Logs. These Clock Error Sample data are computed into useful numbers that can be used to mathematically calculate the likelihood of time deviation from the registered time.  Everything is included into the Evidence Log (see step 6 in the Service Description) and the Evidence if Time (see step 7 in the Service Description). Additionally the digital signature with which the document is sealed (see step 10 in the Service Description) includes a strong timestamp that can be used as an additional source of evidence of time.



		Event history

		How much event information to collect and what to include in the evidence container?

		Scrive eSign collects as much information as possible into the Transaction Logs and include all collected information into the Evidence Log (see step 6 in the Service Description).



		Control

		How to design a digital evidence container to include as much evidence as possible under the signatory’s direct control and independent from third parties?

		Scrive eSign goes to great lengths to collect and include as much evidence material as possible into one single evidence container, the Evidence Package. The Evidence Package include all Evidence Features of a signed paper document and more thereto.





4. Benchmarking the evidence quality of the Evidence Package

Based on the criteria as set forth in section 2 (What is quality digital evidence?), it can reasonably be argued that the Transaction Logs together with the measures in step 1-11 to produce the Evidence Package, to generate a digital evidence container of highest quality. Lets see how, in our opinion, the Evidence Package fare in comparison to the signed paper document when applying the framework as set forth in section 2.

		Main criteria

		Subcriteria

		Signed paper document

		Evidence Package



		Integrity

		Mutability

How mutable is the evidence container?

		Not mutable.

		Not mutable after applying the Digital Signature, in the sense that any alteration can be detected. In the event of a leak of the private key that Guardtime maintains, forged evidence containers would be detected if the Keyless Digital Signature has been applied. For PKI sealing, in the event of a leak of our private key for the PAdES digital signature, our certificate will be revoked. In that case, even if that certificate is revoked, the digital signature will still be able to show that at the time of sealing the certificate was not revoked and thus the digital signature (seal) is still valid.



		Accessibility

		Tools

What tools are required to display the evidence?

		No tools required.

		The Evidence Package is produced in standard PDF format and thus all parts of the Evidence Package is accessible through standard PDF readers where attachments are displayed. Adobe Reader is one example of such PDF reader.



				Cost

How costly can it be to access the evidence?

		The cost depends from country to country on the societal functions of the society and what they charge for document analysis.

		All evidence is made easily accessible and at no cost. The only evidence that requires any level of expertise is a) the technical expertise required to apply the Digital Signature Documentation to prove the Evidence Package’s integrity and timestamp mathematically and b) the statistical expertise to apply the time measurements to the statistical model to prove the exact time of an event.The need for case a is expected to be extremely rare and the statistical expertise in case b is common knowledge and easy to come by.



				Comprehensibility

How Is the evidence format understood?

		It is common knowledge available to anyone.

		The Evidence Documentation includes all explanations necessary.



		Evidence of Intent

		Output

Is the final output the same as what is viewed at the time of signing?

		Yes. Always.

		No. Never for digital evidence containers. The screenshot included in the Evidence of Intent which include a picture of the signed document in the background is intended to strengthen the evidence that what was viewed in Scrive eSign was the same as the output. The solution is not terminal though as this does not guarantee that the document was exactly the same in all parts.



				Comprehensibility

Is the signing environment comprehensible to the Signatory?

		Yes. Always for any mentally capable adult.

		Yes. The screenshot of the confirmation message after signing, that is included in the Evidence of Intent, is evidence that the Signatory understood that they were taking part in a e-signing workflow.



		Evidence of Identity

		Saving

Is the evidence captured and included?

		Yes. Unless the party wears gloves or for other reason manages to avoid direct physical contact with the paper.

		Yes. All information collected during the e-signing workflow is collected in the Transaction Logs and included in the Evidence Log upon producing the Evidence Package, including any evidence of identity.



				Formats

In what formats can evidence be captured and included?

		Limited possibilities.

		Unlimited possibilities.



				Accessibility

How accessible is the evidence?

		Not very accessible. Costly and/or time consuming to request analysis of signatures, fingerprints and other biometric materials.

		All evidence of identity is included in plain text in the Evidence Log or as easily accessible attachments to the document if requested in other format, such as photo for example.



		Evidence of time

		Trust

Can the time measurement be trusted?

		Yes.

		Yes. UTC time stamps plus deviation are time intervals guaranteed to be traceable to  reference time. Additionally the digital signature with which the document is sealed contains a time stamp which can be verified mathematically using only public information. 



				Exactness

How exact can the time measurement be?

		Not very exact. The standard precision is per day. Chemical age determination is even less exact.

		It can be very exact. The time is measured with microsecond resolution.



				Accessibility

How accessible is the evidence?

		Not very accessible. Costly and/or time consuming to request analysis of signatures, fingerprints and other biometric materials.

		Very accessible. All evidence of time is included in plain text in the Evidence Log.



		Event history

		Ease of saving

How easy is it to capture and include related evidence?

		Not very easy. Manual labor is required. Therefore likely to happen to a minimal extent.

		Effortless. Scrive eSign automatically collects and includes plenty of evidence in the Transaction Logs and prints all that evidence into the Evidence Log.



		Control

		Independence

How many of the Evidence Features are dependent on third parties to be useful?

		None. The signed paper document is a self contained evidence container format.

		None. The Evidence Package is a self contained evidence container format.
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9.1.4 Send mass-reminder

9.1.5 Delete

9.1.6 Filter and search

9.1.7 Download all documents

9.1.8 Download metadata as CSV

9.2 Template Workflow editing list

9.2.1 List view

9.2.2 Filter and search

9.2.3 Delete

9.2.4 Share

9.3 Trash list

9.3.1 List view

9.3.2 Filter and search

9.3.3 Restore

9.4 Auto-deletion of documents and personal data

10. Account administration

10.1 Organisation administration

10.1.1 Organisation details

10.1.2 White-label branding

10.2 User administration

10.2.1 User privileges

10.2.2 User management

1. Definitions

“Attachments” means attachments to the Main Document provided by the Author or Signatories.

“Author” means the person(s) that configure the Workflow Settings.

“Clock Error Samples” means the term as defined in the Attachment Evidence of Time.

“Delivery Method” means the method to deliver the invitation to participate in a Workflow Session.

“Design View” means the administrative user interface of Scrive eSign for the purpose of configuring the Workflow Settings.

“Evidence Attachments” means the attachments with additional evidence inserted into the Final PDF as explained in section 8, the attachments are Evidence Quality of Scrive E-Signed Documents, Service Description, Evidence Quality Framework, Evidence Log, Evidence of Intent, Evidence of Time and Digital Signature Documentation.

“Evidence Material” means the Final PDF including the inserted Evidence Attachments. 

“Evidence Package” means the Evidence Material sealed with a digital signature.

“Field Data” means data associated with text fields, checkboxes, radio buttons and signature boxes in the Main Document.

“Final PDF” means the final Main Document after all Signatories have signed, including Field Data rendered with the placements defined by the Author in the Workflow Settings.

“Initiator” means the person that initiates Workflow Execution.

“Initiated Workflow” means a set of Workflow Settings where Workflow Execution has been initiated.

“Integrated System” means a system that communicates with Scrive eSign via the Scrive API.

“Main Document” means the document that is displayed in the Design View and Sign View and is possible to edit with Field Data.

“Party” or “Parties” means persons participating in the Workflow Execution.

“Role” means the Role of a Party during a Workflow Session.

“Scrive API” means the application programming interface of Scrive eSign.

“Sign Material” means the material being reviewed, signed and completed by the Parties during Workflow Execution, including a) the Main Document, b) Attachments and c) Field Data.

“Sign View” means the graphic user interface in Scrive eSign’s web based interface, for the Parties to review and for Signatories to sign the Sign Material.

“Signatory” means a person that has been defined to sign the Sign Material in the Sign View during a Session.

“Signature Confirmation Section” is the final section where the Signatory is asked if they are sure that they wish to sign the document.

“Signature Drawing Modal” is the modal where the Signatory is asked to draw or type their signature.

“Template Workflow” means Workflow Settings saved by an Author for later reuse. “Transaction Logs” means database logs in Scrive eSign, including records of the Signatories activities in Scrive eSign.

“User” is a person or a group of persons with an account in Scrive eSign which is linking to a verified email address.

“Viewer” means a person that has been defined to only have access to view the Sign Material in the Workflow Session.

“Workflow Execution” means when Scrive eSign guides the Parties through Workflow Sessions as configured in the Workflow Settings.

“Workflow Session” means a set of activities defined for a Party to execute the assigned Role. A Party can be assigned multiple Workflow Sessions.

“Workflow Settings” means any combination of settings in section 3 defining how the Parties can interact with the Sign Material during Workflow Execution.

2. Purpose 

The purpose of this document is to explain how Scrive eSign worked at any given point in time to facilitate the full understanding of the process that generated the final Evidence Package. Each time Scrive eSign is updated with new features this document is also updated. The scope of the document is to describe the Scrive eSign system in full. Because it is possible to initiate Workflow Execution via API it is possible that parts of the e-signing workflow have happened outside of Scrive eSign. Because Scrive can only document features that are within our control, parts of a workflow may have happened outside the scope of this document.

3. Design the workflow (Author)

Workflow Settings are defined in the Design View by the Author. The features for designing the Workflow Settings are clustered in the Design View in three main sections. We describe the features in these sections according to the structure in the Design View.

3.1 Add Parties

3.1.1 Simple Workflow Session

Add a Workflow Session and add information about the Party participating in the Workflow Session. You can add an infinite number of Workflow Sessions. The minimum amount of Workflow Sessions is one.

3.1.2 Mass-signing Workflow Session

To replicate a Template Process multiple times with many separate Parties it is practicable to add the Parties in bulk. This feature enables adding a list of Parties to a Workflow Session as a CSV file. When initiating the process Scrive eSign will automatically replicate the process for every row in the CSV file and include the Party information of that row to that Workflow Session.

3.1.3 Invitation order

Select in what order the Parties shall receive the invitation to participate. Parties can receive the invitation in parallel, in sequence, or a combination of these.

3.1.4 Role

Define if the Party should be Signatory or Viewer.

3.1.5 Invitation method

Select how the Party shall receive the invitation to participate in the Workflow Session. The delivery methods available are a) email, b) SMS, c) email and SMS and d) in-person delivery or e) API.

		Email

		An email invitation is sent including a link to the Sign View.



		SMS

		An SMS is sent including a link to the Sign View.



		Email and SMS

		Both email and SMS delivery as described above.



		In-person

		No invitation is sent. The Initiator can give the Party access to the Sign View, by personally presenting it on a device selected by Initiator.



		API

		No invitation is sent. The Initiator can select to give access to the Sign View by sharing the URL or an Author can set up a workflow where the Party is redirected from a webpage hosted by the Author to the Sign View.





3.1.6 Authentication to view

Select what authentication should be required from a Signatory before accessing the Workflow Session to view the document. The alternatives are a) Swedish BankID, b) Norwegian BankID, c) Danish NemID or d) no additional authentication method.

3.1.7 Authentication to sign

Select what authentication method should be required from a Signatory. The alternatives are a) Swedish BankID, b) PIN verification by SMS or c) no additional authentication method.

3.1.8 Confirmation method

Select how the Party shall receive the confirmation that the document has been signed by all Parties and get access to the Evidence Package. The confirmation methods available are a) email, b) SMS, c) email and SMS and d) no delivery.

3.2 Place fields

3.2.1 Main Document upload

Upload the Main Document. Only PDFs are accepted for upload. 

3.2.2 Main Document removal

Remove the Main Document.

3.2.3 Text field

Drag and drop text fields into the document. Define the name of the text field (i.e. address, mobile and more) or select a predefined field, and define if it is a) mandatory for the Initiator, b) mandatory for Party completing the Workflow Session or c) optional. If left empty or editable during Workflow Execution, define what party can (if optional) or must (if mandatory) complete the text field during their Workflow Session. All information put into a text field will be printed onto the document. You can set the font size of the text field to a) small, b) normal, c) large or d) huge.

3.2.4 Checkbox

Drag and drop checkboxes into the document. Define the name of the checkbox (for traceability purposes), choose a checkbox size, and define if it is a) mandatory for the Initiator, b) mandatory for Party completing the Workflow Session or c) optional. If left empty or editable during Workflow Execution define what party can (if optional) or must (if mandatory) check the checkbox during their Workflow Session. The checkbox, empty or checked, will be printed onto the document.

3.2.5 Signature box

Drag and drop signature boxes into the document. Define the name of the signature box (for traceability purposes) and define if it is a) mandatory for the Party completing the Workflow Session or b) optional. If left empty or editable during Workflow Execution define what party can (if optional) or must (if mandatory) draw their signature during their Workflow Session. For some old browsers where JavaScript drawing doesn’t work, the Signatory can use their keyboard to type their signature with a name instead and a handwritten font will be used. The drawn or typed signature will be printed onto the document.

3.2.5 Radio buttons

Drag and drop radio button groups into the document. Define the name of the radio button group and the names of individual radio buttons (for traceability purposes), and choose a size for the radio buttons within the radio button group. It is mandatory for signing parties to select one of the radio button group options. The radio buttons, selected or not, will be printed onto the document.

3.3 Other settings

3.3.1 Add Attachment

The Author can upload documents to add as Attachments to the Main Document or delete previously uploaded Attachments. Only PDFs are accepted. The Author selects if the Attachment should be optional or mandatory to review. The Author selects if the Attachment should be merged with the main file or not.

3.3.2 Request Attachment

The Author can request that Parties are asked to upload documents during a Workflow Session, to add the documents as Attachments to the Main Document. The request is set per Party and an instruction text is required explaining what document is requested, requests can be made optional in which case the Party is not required to upload a document.

3.3.3 Main Document name

Name the Main Document. This is the name that will be communicated with the Parties throughout each Workflow Session. This will be the name of the Main Document in the Evidence Package.

3.3.4 Workflow Session language

Select in what language the Parties shall be guided throughout each Workflow Session. This will be the language of the text printed in the Verification Page.

3.3.5 Due date

Select the due date for the Signatories to sign. After the due date has passed the Signatories can no longer sign.

3.3.6 Automatic reminder

Select at what date an automatic reminder to sign shall be sent to the Signatories that haven’t yet signed.

3.3.7 Personal invitation message

Write a personal message that the Parties will receive when invited via email to participate in the Workflow Execution.

3.3.8 Personal confirmation message

Write a personal message that the Parties will receive via email when the document has been signed.

3.3.9 Edit Sign View UI

Adjust the UI in the Sign View. The following UI features can be added or removed a) header including logo and contact details, b) download PDF c) the button used in the Sign View to reject to sign, d) option to reply with a message, and e) footer.

3.4 Save as template workflow

The Workflow Settings in Design View can be saved as a Template Workflow for later Workflow Execution a single time (save as draft) or multiple times (save as template).

3.5 Settings available via API only

3.5.1 Set highlighting

It is possible, via the API, to enable highlighting in the Sign View for selected Signatories. Highlighting is the digital equivalent of a yellow mark on paper to emphasize something on the document. Highlights can be made by the selected Signatories, and cleared page-by-page, until they have signed the document, after which no more changes can be made. 

3.5.2 Field editable by Signatory

It is possible, via the API, to allow selected Signatories to change the value of certain fields, even if they were pre-filled by the Document Author. This is currently only available for email and mobile field types. The aim of this setting is to allow Signatories to update their email or mobile number, when the value set by the Document Author may be incorrect or outdated.

4. Initiate the workflow (Initiator)

A Workflow Execution needs to be started by an Initiator. This section describes the features which the Initiator can use to initiate the Workflow Execution. The Initiator may initiate the Workflow Execution in any of the following ways:

		start as Author and define the Workflow Settings in the graphic user interface of the Design View or an Integrated System, or programmatically through the Scrive API, and then initiate the Workflow Execution, or

		start as Initiator only and select a Template Workflow to initiate the Workflow Execution, or

		start as Author and select a Template Workflow to edit by any of the procedures for defining the Workflow Settings described in bullet a and then, after editing as Author, initiate the Workflow Execution.



4.1 Initiate Workflow Execution from Design View

After a Main Document has been uploaded and no mandatory information is missing it is possible to initiate Workflow Execution by clicking a button to start. When having clicked the button a modal is displayed and depending on the Workflow Settings different activities will be required from the Initiator to initiate Workflow Execution.

		Initiator role

		Sign order

		Instruction in modal



		Signatory

		Sign first

		Prompts to sign first before inviting others



		Signatory

		Sign second or later

		Prompts to invite others



		Viewer

		-

		Prompts to invite others





4.2 Initiate Workflow Execution from Template Workflow

Template Workflows can be accessed either via the Scrive eSign graphic user interface or via API. The following sections will describe how access can be done via the graphic user interface of Scrive eSign. In principle the same actions can be performed via the API.

4.2.1 List of Template Workflows

By logging in to his Scrive eSign account the Initiator can access a list of Template workflows from where it can initiate Workflow Execution. In the list of Template Workflows each Template Workflow is displayed in a list including name of the Template Workflow, time of latest change to Template Workflow, Delivery Method(s) and sharing status. In the template list view it is possible to do free text search on metadata to find Template Workflows.

4.2.2 Select to edit Template Workflow or directly initiate Workflow Execution

By clicking the name of a draft or template in the list of Template Workflows, different options will be made available depending on the Workflow Settings of the Template Workflow.

		Author/Not Author

		Locked from editing

		In-person delivery

		Options for next step



		Author

		Yes/No

		Yes

		Option to a) edit Workflow Settings or b) initiate signing on the device directly.



		Author

		Yes/No

		No

		Option to a) edit Workflow Settings or b) send for signature directly.



		Not Author

		Yes

		Yes

		Option to initiate signing on the device directly.



		Not Author

		No

		Yes

		Option to a) edit Workflow Settings or b) initiate signing on the device directly.



		Not Author

		Yes

		No

		Option to send for signature directly.





5. Administer the Workflow Execution (User)

The document view is the administrative counterpart of the Sign View. Here the User can review the Main Document, Attachments, Parties and progress history and also administer the Workflow Execution.

5.1 Progress history

The Workflow Session progress of each Signatory can be tracked in the progress history section. Each important event is listed with a status icon, time, Party and an explanatory text. Below is a list of the statuses used.

		Progress status

		Explanation



		Initiated signing

		The Initiator initiated the signing process.



		Email sent

		The invitation to access Sign View was sent via email.



		SMS sent

		The invitation to access Sign View was sent via SMS.



		Undelivered

		The external email or SMS system has reported that it could not deliver the email or SMS.



		Delivered

		The external email or SMS system has reported that it has delivered the email or SMS.



		Email opened 

		The external email system has reported that the email has been opened.



		Accessed view to authenticate

		The party opened the view to verify their identity before viewing the document.



		Authentication success

		The Party verified their identity with [AUTHENTICATION METHOD] to access the document.



		Reviewed online

		Opened the document online.



		Signed

		The button to complete signing was clicked in the Signature Confirmation Section or, if BankID was required to sign, the signing process was completed successfully in the BankID application.



		Rejected

		The button to reject signing was clicked in the final rejection section.



		Timed-out

		The due date for signing as set in the Workflow Settings passed and the document can’t be signed.



		Due date prolonged

		The Initiator prolonged the signing due date.



		Process cancelled

		The Initiator cancelled the signing process, the document can no longer be signed.



		Process edited

		The Workflow Process was edited in the Design View.



		Sealed

		Scrive eSign sealed the final PDF with a digital signature.



		Extended

		Scrive eSign sealed the Evidence Package (as defined in the Service Description) with a keyless digital signature.





5.2 Withdraw invitation

To withdraw an invitation to sign an Initiated Workflow, press the button to withdraw. The invitation to sign the selected Initiated Workflow will be withdrawn and they will no longer be possible to sign. If a Signatory clicks an invitation link to a withdrawn document they will land in a landing page with an instruction that the Workflow Execution has been cancelled.

5.3 Extend due date

If the due date to sign passed without all Signatories having signed the Initiator can extend the due date by pressing “extend due date”. The date is extended by as many days as are determined by the Initiator.

5.4 Restart document

If the document was cancelled or the due date passed the Initiator can select to restart the Workflow Execution by pressing the button to restart the Workflow Execution. The Initiator is then redirected to the Design View where he can edit the Workflow Settings and initiate Workflow Execution again.

5.5 Start signing

If Delivery Method was set to in-person or API, then there is an option for the Initiator to initiate the next in-person Workflow Session directly from this view. By selecting “start signing” the Initiator will be redirected to the Sign View.

5.6 Download document

If the document has been signed it can be downloaded by the Initiator by pressing the button to download the document.

5.7 Send reminder

To remind a Signatory to sign, press the button to send reminder. A reminder will be sent to the Signatory using the initial invitation Delivery Method selected by the Author.

5.8 Send document again

To send a completed Evidence Package again to a Party, press the button to send the document again which is next to the Party’s information. A message including the document, will be sent to the Signatory using the initial confirmation Delivery Method selected by the Author.

5.9 Change of authentication to view and authentication to sign methods

As long as the recipient hasn’t signed the Initiator can change the authentication to view and the authentication to sign methods.

5.10 Bounce management

If the email or SMS could not be delivered, the Initiator is informed of the problem via an email with a link to the Document View where the Initiator can edit the email or mobile number. A bounce can occur for multiple reasons, typically due to a) entering the wrong email or mobile number, b) SPAM filter settings of the receiving system or c) the recipient’s systems are down.

5.11 Review Attachments

Below the displayed document there is a section with all attached Attachments. The user can view or download Attachments.

5.12 Review evidence attachments

Below the Attachments section there is a section with all evidence attachments. The user can review or download the evidence attachments.

6. Follow the workflow (Party)

Smooth Workflow Execution is dependent on a series of events as executed by the Parties in close interaction with Scrive eSign. This section will describe the different components enabling the Workflow Execution. The features are listed in the order as they appear to the Signatory either chronologically or in the graphic user interface from the top and going down. What features appear to the Signatory depend on the Workflow Settings.

6.1 Overview of Workflow Execution

Before we look at the components of the Workflow Execution it might be useful to get an overview of the different steps of Workflow Execution as experienced by the Signatories and the Viewers.

		Accessing the Sign View: the Party either a) receives an email or SMS with an invitation to sign electronically and a link to the Sign View or, b) accesses a device (tablet, desktop computer, smartphone or other) with the Sign View already opened or c) is redirected from an Integrated System to the Sign View. 

		If set by the Author, the Signatory is asked to authenticate before they can proceed.

		Reviewing the Sign Material: the Party views the displayed Sign View and a) can read instructions at the top to follow the guiding arrow, b) depending on the Workflow Settings enter or not enter Field Data into the document (such as text, signatures, checks in checkboxes, choosing a radio button group option) and view/append required and optional attachments and c) scroll through all document pages to reach the sign or reject section.

		When enabled for the current signatory, the Initiator can highlight anything within the document being signed in real-time. 

		Signing the Sign Material: the Signatory presses the next button to proceed to the next step and, depending on the Workflow Settings, one of these four scenarios follow;



		If the Signatory has not yet drawn their signature inside the document a section appears with instructions to confirm their intent by clicking a button with the text “Sign”, or

		If the Signatory has not yet drawn their signature inside the document a section appears with instructions that they will finalise the signing process by clicking the button with the text “Finish”, or

		If the Signatory is required to authenticate with PIN by SMS before they can sign they a) type or view their mobile number, b) receive an SMS with a PIN, c) type the PIN into a input field and d) confirm their intent by clicking a button with the text “sign”, or

		If the Signatory is required to sign with Swedish BankID they sign using the Swedish BankID app on the device they chose to sign with.



		Receiving confirmation after signing: after having completed one of the above signing scenarios a confirmation message is displayed to the Signatory that the Sign Material has been signed. Depending on the Workflow Settings, each Party either receives or doesn’t receive a confirmation message. If it was set for the Party to receive a confirmation message it is sent either a) by email and including the Evidence Package, b) by SMS and including a URL-link to access the document on the web in Scrive eSign, or c) both by email and SMS as described above.



The following sections are more detailed descriptions of the features enabling the workflow in the summary above.

6.2 Accessing the Sign View

This is the workflow guiding the Parties to access the Sign Material in the Sign View.

6.2.1 Invitation message

Scrive eSign will send an invitation email and/or SMS to the Party, in the order as defined by the Workflow Settings. The email and/or SMS will include a URL-link to a Sign View specific to that Workflow Session.

6.2.2 List of Initiated Workflows

Initiated Workflows with Workflow Sessions available for signing directly on the device are listed in a list accessible to Users. Each Initiated Workflow is displayed in a list with document name, last event, name of Initiator and names of all Parties. An icon determines if the Party is the Initiator of the Initiated Workflow or has been invited by another Initiator to participate. By selecting an Initiated Workflow from the list the User will initiate a Workflow Session and access the Sign View.

6.3 Authenticate to view

This is the part where the Signatory is required to authenticate themselves before they can proceed to view the Sign Material.

6.3.1 Authentication to view

The name of the Author and the document is displayed. Personal information that is required to understand who should authenticate their identity is presented. The Signatory initiates the authentication process. If the authentication is successful the Signatory is redirected to the Sign View to view the Sign Material.

6.4 Reviewing the Sign Material

This is the workflow guiding the Signatory when they are reviewing the Sign Material before signing.

6.4.1 Contact information

In the header the Initiators name and mobile (if available) is displayed for contact purposes.

6.4.2 Branded header

Adjustments can be made to a) company logotype, b) background color of header, c) text font, and d) text color. If no branding has been selected, the default is the Scrive logotype and colors. Author can remove the header and footer in the Design View before initiating Workflow Execution.

6.4.3 Other branded Sign View components

Components of the Sign View that can be branded are a) text font type of all text, b) color of the guiding arrow, c) color and text font of text in the guiding arrows, d) color of buttons, and e) color and text font of the text in the buttons. In the Sign View, confirmation page after signing, the signing invitation email and confirmation email there is a discrete ”Powered by Scrive” text.

6.4.4 Signing header

This header stays at the top of the SIgn View as the signatory scrolls through the Main Document to sign. The header includes a) the name of the document, b) a button to activate highlighting (learn more below), c) a button to zoom in the Main Document and d) a button to zoom out the Main Document. By clicking the highlight button, the highlighting functionality is enabled and the scrolling functionality is disabled. Thus, instead of scrolling when touching the screen the touch will result in a yellow highlighting color being painted to the Main Document where the finger points. Highlighting starts when a finger is put to, or a mouse is clicked above, the Main Document. Highlighting stops when the finger is lifted or the mouse is released. To initiate highlighting again the highlighting button in the header has to be pressed again. If the highlighting functionality has been applied to the Main Document in the current Workflow Session, a clear button will also be available in the signing header. The clear button will allow highlighting to be cleared from one document page at a time, and “clear mode” will be enabled until any highlighting has been cleared, or until the cancel button is clicked to cancel clear mode.

6.4.5 Review instruction

Below the header there is a) the person’s name and b) a brief instruction on how to proceed to sign the document. The purpose of the name is to decrease the risk that a person mistakenly signs in another Signatory’s name. If the name was not supplied before Initiator initiated Workflow Execution, then only the brief instruction is displayed.

6.4.6 Mandatory/optional explanation

Explanation of the difference in instruction color between actions that are mandatory and actions that are optional. This appears if the Workflow Session includes optional and mandatory actions.

6.4.7 Download PDF

Option to download the Main Document and Attachments as PDF. This option is either displayed or not depending on if the Author defined that it should be displayed during the Workflow Session.

6.4.8 Document display

PNGs of the Main Document are displayed in up to 1040 px width.

6.4.9 Guiding arrow

The guiding arrow will guide the Party through the steps set as mandatory by the Author. The arrow will guide the Party by pointing at the next mandatory step and blink.

6.4.10 Text fields

There can be empty text fields that are mandatory or optional to complete for the Party and pre-filled fields that can be editable.

6.4.11 Checkboxes

There can be unchecked checkboxes that are mandatory or optional for the Party and pre-checked checkboxes that can be de-checked. Checkboxes can be small, medium, or large, at the discretion of the author.

6.4.12 Radio buttons

There can be radio button groups comprising of two or more radio button options. The Party must select one of the radio buttons for each radio button group. Each radio button group can be small, medium, or large, at the discretion of the author.

6.4.13 Signature box

If signatures are requested from the Signatory then signature boxes are displayed as colored areas on top of the document. If the Author has defined the signature as mandatory, then the guiding arrow will point to the colored area after previous mandatory fields have been completed. When clicking a signature box a signing workflow is initiated. Read more about the signing workflow in section “6.6 Signing the Sign Material”.

6.4.14 About you section

If there are input fields that are mandatory to include in the transaction but have not been placed on top of the document by the Author they are displayed in the about you section. This section is not visible if there is no mandatory information that has not been placed on top of the document for input.

6.4.15 Attachments section

For each attachment that has been added to the document by the Author a section is displayed including the title of the attachment and a button to show the attachment. The attachment can be viewed by clicking the button to show the attachment, then the section expands and displays the attachment in full to the Signatory. If an attachment was selected by the Author to be mandatory to review in the Workflow Settings then a) a checkbox is available next to the title of the attachment and b) a text stating that the signatory confirms that they have read and understood the content of the attachment is available next to the checkbox. The checkbox with the instruction to confirm that the Signatory has read and understood the content of the attachment must be checked before the Signatory can sign.

6.4.16 Requested attachments section

This is where, if requested, the signatory is instructed to upload additional documents as attachments. The signatory can choose not to upload an optional attachment by checking a checkbox. If attachments have been added by previous signatories in the same process, those are visible to the current signatory for review. This section is not visible if there are no requests for attachments from the signatory.

6.4.17 Signatories section

This section includes a list of the Signatories, their signing progress and a) Full name,,  and b) if applicable information about the Signatory is displayed such as organisation, organisation number, ID number, mobile number and email.

6.4.18 Reject or sign section

This is the last section in the Sign View. This section includes a reject button and a next button. By clicking the reject button the Signatory will initiate the rejection workflow and by clicking the next button the Signatory will initiate the signing workflow. If the Author has determined in the Sign View Settings that the reject button shall not be displayed to the Signatory, only the next button will be displayed.

6.5 Rejecting to sign the Sign Material

This is the workflow guiding the Signatory when they are rejecting to sign the Sign Material.

6.5.1 Reject button

At the bottom of the Sign View the signatory can reject the signing via clicking on a reject button. This button is visible if the Author has not disabled it in the Workflow Settings.

6.5.2 Rejection section

If the option to allow a rejection message was chosen in the Workflow Settings, upon clicking the button to reject the Signatory will enter a section where the Signatory can reject and, if so desired, write a rejection message to the Initiator. If a rejection message is not allowed, the Signatory will be asked to confirm the rejection directly, without the possibility of writing a rejection message. If the Signatory confirms the rejection, the Workflow Execution is cancelled and the Main Document can no longer be signed by any other Signatory.

6.5.3 Rejection confirmation page

After a rejection the Signatory is redirected to a page confirming that the signing was rejected and, if a rejection message was created, that the rejection message was sent to the Initiator.

6.6 Signing the Sign Material

The signing workflow is the workflow guiding the Signatory when they are signing the Sign Material.

6.6.1 Signature Drawing Modal

After the signature box has been clicked by the Signatory, the Signature Drawing Modal is opened and the Signatory is instructed to sign. The Signatory can draw their signature on a touchscreen or with a mouse. Once the Signatory has drawn their signature in the Signature Drawing Modal, they can click a button to proceed. Once they have clicked the button to go to the next step the modal closes and the signatory is scrolled to the next step defined by the Workflow Settings. 

6.6.2 PIN by SMS authentication and Signature Confirmation Section

If the authentication was set to PIN by SMS, the Signatory is either a) prompted to type the mobile number they want to use for authentication or b) if the mobile number was prefilled by the Initiator they can only view the mobile number. After the signatory has filled their mobile mobile number or reviewed the one that was prefilled by the Initiator and clicked to send the SMS, the Signature Confirmation Section appears with a) an input field for the PIN, b) a text if they wish to sign and let Scrive eSign register their signature and c) a button to confirm the PIN and complete the signing process. After the correct PIN has been supplied and the Signatory has confirmed that they wish to sign , the signature is registered and the Signature Registration Section is displayed.

6.6.3 Swedish BankID authentication and Signature Confirmation Section

If the authentication was set to Swedish BankID, the Signatory is either a) prompted to type the ID number they want to use for authentication, or b) if the ID number was prefilled by the Initiator this is already prefilled and not editable. After the signatory has a) filled their ID number or reviewed the one that was prefilled by the Initiator and b) clicked to initiate the authentication with Swedish BankID, the Signatory authenticates within the Swedish BankID application. When the authentication is completed in the Swedish BankID application, Scrive eSign registers the signature. 

6.6.4 Signature Confirmation Section

If the authentication was neither set to Swedish BankID nor PIN by SMS then the Signature Confirmation Section asks the Signatory if they wish to either “sign” (if no signature was drawn in the document using the Signature Drawing Modal) or “finish” (if a signature was drawn in the document using the Signature Drawing Modal) and let Scrive eSign register their signature. Once the Signatory has confirmed that they wish to sign or finish the signing process, the signature is registered and the Signature Registration Section is displayed.

6.7 Receiving the confirmation after signing

This is the workflow guiding the Signatory after they have signed the Sign Material.

6.7.1 Signature Registration Section

After the Signatory has confirmed their signature in the Signature Confirmation Section, the Signatory is redirected to the Signature Registration Section. The Signature Registration Section instructs the Signatory that their signature is being registered by Scrive eSign.

6.7.2 Signature confirmation page

After Scrive eSign has completed registering the signature of the Signatory, the Signatory is either redirected to:

		a custom confirmation page. Scrive does not regulate the custom confirmation page other than requiring that the confirmation page should not be misleading to the Signatory, thus it can include any information.

		the Scrive eSign standard confirmation page. The standard confirmation page includes information that the Signatory’s signature has been registered. If the Author had set that Scrive eSign should send an outgoing confirmation message, then the Signatory is also informed that an outgoing confirmation message was sent to the Signatory or that, if there are more Signatories to sign the document, an outgoing confirmation message will be sent to the Signatory after all Signatories have signed.

		the Signing Handover Interface, where a button is displayed leading to the Workflow Session for that next Signatory. This happens if there are other Signatories in line to sign after the Signatory that just signed, and the Delivery Method was set to in-person for any of those Signatories.



6.7.3 Signature confirmation message

If Author set that an outgoing confirmation message should be sent to the Signatory, a confirmation message is sent either via SMS, email or both. The confirmation message includes information that the document has now been signed by all Signatories. The email also includes an original of the Evidence Package and the SMS includes a link to access the Evidence Package online. If the Evidence Package is over 10MB Scrive eSign will not include the Evidence Package in the confirmation email and instead an instruction and a link to access the document will be supplied. If the Author set that a custom confirmation message shall be included in the outgoing confirmation message, the custom confirmation message set by the Author is included after the standard confirmation message texts.

7. Evidence collection

During the Workflow Execution Scrive eSign is collecting evidence to include into the Evidence Package.

7.1 Collecting missing Sign Material

At any time during the Workflow Execution, Scrive eSign presents the Sign Material in its current state in the Sign View meaning that it displays a) images of each page of the Main Document, b) links to all Attachments and c) renders all currently defined Field Data on the pages of the Main Document using the placements specified by the Author. As the process advances, the Sign Material is collected and produced through the following process:

		The Author uploads the initial Sign Material into Scrive eSign, consisting of the Main document, Author Attachments and initial Field Data.

		The Signatories will perform a review of the Sign Material in the Sign View. Depending on the Workflow Settings the Signatory can be asked to upload Signatory Attachments and add more Field Data, so that the Sign Material is completed. This step is reiterated until all Signatories have signed. 

		When the last Signatory has signed, the Sign Material has become fully completed and is locked from further modifications.



7.2 Producing the Transaction Logs

Scrive eSign executes the following activities to produce the Transaction Logs:

		Record as many as possible of the Signatories’ activities in Scrive eSign during Workflow Execution

		Record screenshots of the confirmation after the Signatories have signed through Scrive eSign

		Record system information of the Signatories’ client system

		Record system time of the Signatories’ activities in Scrive eSign



This section will explain the different procedures for recording the Transaction Logs as listed above.

7.2.1 Recording Signatories’ activities in Scrive eSign

Scrive eSign records events when the Signatory has interacted with Scrive eSign during Workflow Execution. The activities in Scrive eSign that are recorded are listed below. Coordinates X=0, Y=0 is the top-left corner of the page, X=1, Y=1 is the bottom-right corner.

		Sample event (as printed in the Evidence Log)

		Event explanation



		Scrive eSign sealed the Evidence Package (as defined in the Service Description) with a keyless digital signature.

		See section 8.1.11.



		Scrive eSign sealed the final PDF with a digital signature.

		See section 8.1.10 and 8.1.12.



		Scrive eSign prepared the final PDF, including evidence collected by Scrive eSign, before sealing with a digital signature.

		See sections 8.1.1 – 8.1.9 



		The party [NAME OF PERSON] ([UNIQUE IDENTIFIER]) verified their identity with [AUTHENTICATION METHOD] to access the document.

Data returned from the [AUTHENTICATION METHOD]:

Name: [NAMED RETURNED]
ID number: [ID NUMBER RETURNED]


Signature: [SIGNATURE RETURNED]
Online Certificate Status Protocol (OCSP) Response: [OCSP RETURNED]

		See section 6.3.1.



		Scrive eSign sent an automatic reminder to sign using [DELIVERY METHOD] to [EMAIL@EXAMPLE.COM and 012-34 56 78] at the request of the user [NAME OF USER] ([UNIQUE IDENTIFIER]).

		See section 3.3.6.



		The user [NAME OF USER] ([UNIQUE IDENTIFIER]) withdrew the invitation to sign and Scrive eSign disabled the possibility to sign for all parties.

		See sections 5.2.



		The user [NAME OF USER ([UNIQUE IDENTIFIER]] changed authentication for [NAME OF PARTY (UNIQUE IDENTIFIER)] from [OLD AUTHENTICATION METHOD] to [NEW AUTHENTICATION METHOD].

		See section 5.9.



		The user [NAME OF USER] ([UNIQUE IDENTIFIER]) changed the email address for the party from [BAD@EXAMPLE.COM] to [GOOD@EXAMPLE.COM].

		See section 5.10.



		The user [NAME OF USER] ([UNIQUE IDENTIFIER]) changed the mobile number for the party from [BAD-12 34 56] to [GOOD-12 34 56].  

		See section 5.10.



		Scrive eSign locked the document from further modifications by the parties.

		See section 7.1 step 3.



		The signatory [NAME OF SIGNATORY] checked the checkbox “[EXAMPLE ATTACHMENT NAME]”. The text next to the checkbox was “[ACCEPT ATTACHMENT CONDITIONS TEXT]”.

		See sections 3.3.1 and 6.4.15.

[ACCEPT ATTACHMENT CONDITIONS TEXT] is the text that was visible to the signatory and depends on the document’s language setting. In English it is "I have read and accepted the content of the attachment [EXAMPLE ATTACHMENT NAME]".



		The party [NAME OF PARTY] ([UNIQUE IDENTIFIER]) deleted the attachment [ATTACHMENT NAME] previously uploaded by the party [NAME OF PARTY] ([UNIQUE IDENTIFIER]).

		See sections 3.3.2 and 6.4.16.



		Due to a system error Scrive eSign failed to finalise the Evidence Package (as defined in the Service Description) before sealing with a digital signature.

		Sometimes the system may fail to produce the Evidence Package as described in sections 8.1 – 8.3. This event is extremely rare.



		Scrive eSign’s external email delivery system reported that the invitation to [sign/review] the document sent via email to [PARTY@EXAMPLE.COM] was delivered.

		See sections 3.1.4 and 5.1.



		Scrive eSign’s external SMS delivery system reported that the invitation to [sign/review] the document sent via SMS to [012-34 56 78] was delivered.

		See sections 3.1.4 and 5.1.



		Scrive eSign sent an invitation to [sign/review] the document via [delivery method] to [PARTY@EXAMPLE.COM and/or 012-34 56 78]. The invitation included a link that when clicked lead to Scrive eSign’s online interface to [sign/review] documents. The invitation contained the following message: <BR/> <i>This is an example message text.</i>

		See sections 3.1.4, 3.3.7 and 5.1.



		Scrive eSign’s external email delivery system reported that the invitation sent via email to [PARTY@EXAMPLE.COM] could not be delivered and continued attempts were cancelled.

		See section 5.1.



		Scrive eSign’s external SMS delivery system reported that the invitation sent via SMS to [012-34 56 78] could not be delivered and continued attempts were cancelled.

		See section 5.1.



		Scrive eSign’s external email delivery system reported that the invitation sent to [PARTY@EXAMPLE.COM]  was opened.

		See section 5.1.



		The initiator [NAME OF INITIATOR] ([UNIQUE IDENTIFIER]) initiated the signing workflow and Scrive eSign a) locked the signing workflow from further editing, b) set the signing workflow language to [EXAMPLE LANGUAGE: ENGLISH], c) set the signing due date to [EXAMPLE DATE: 2013-01-01 00:00:00 UTC], d) set the time zone to [EXAMPLE TIME ZONE: CET] and e) initiated the signing workflow.

		See section 4.



		The user [NAME OF USER] ([UNIQUE IDENTIFIER]) prolonged the signing due date.

		See section 5.3.



		The signatory [NAME OF SIGNATORY] ([UNIQUE IDENTIFIER]) rejected the invitation to sign and Scrive eSign disabled the possibility to sign for all parties. The rejection message from the signatory [NAME OF SIGNATORY] ([UNIQUE IDENTIFIER]) was: <BR/> <i>This is an example message text.</i>

		See section 6.5.2.



		Scrive eSign sent a reminder to [review/sign] via [delivery method] to [SIGNATORY@EXAMPLE.COM and/or MOBILE NUMBER] at the request of the user [NAME OF USER] ([UNIQUE IDENTIFIER]). The reminder message from the user [NAME OF USER] ([UNIQUE IDENTIFIER]) was: <BR/> <i>This is an example message text.</i>

		See sections 9.1.4 and 5.7.



		Scrive eSign’s administrator ([ADMIN@EXAMPLE.COM]), a person authorised to administer Scrive eSign, requested preparation of the Evidence Package.

		In the rare event of failure there is a safety feature in Scrive eSign where an authorised person at Scrive can ask the system to try to reseal the Evidence Package.



		The user [NAME OF USER] ([UNIQUE IDENTIFIER]) edited the signing workflow in Scrive eSign’s interface to design signing workflows.

		See section 5.4.



		The SMS with the PIN was delivered to [MOBILE NUMBER] for the signatory [NAME OF SIGNATORY (UNIQUE IDENTIFIER)] to use for authentication.

		See section 6.6.2.



		An SMS with a PIN was sent to [MOBILE NUMBER] for the signatory [NAME OF SIGNATORY (UNIQUE IDENTIFIER)] to use for authentication.

		See section 6.6.2.



		The signatory [NAME OF SIGNATORY] ([UNIQUE IDENTIFIER]) uploaded the attachment [EXAMPLE ATTACHMENT NAME] requested by the workflow author. The request had the following description: <BR/> <i>This is an example description.</i>

		See sections 3.3.2 and 6.4.16.



		The signatory [NAME OF SIGNATORY] checked the checkbox “[EXAMPLE ATTACHMENT NAME]”. The text next to the checkbox was “[NOTHING TO UPLOAD TEXT]”.

		See sections 3.3.2 and 6.4.16.

[NOTHING TO UPLOAD TEXT] is the text that was visible to the signatory and depends on the document’s language setting. In English it is "Nothing to upload".



		The signatory [NAME OF SIGNATORY ([UNIQUE IDENTIFIER]) signed the 

document using PIN by SMS as authentication method. The PIN was sent to [MOBILE NUMBER].

		See section 6.6.2.



		The document was signed by [NAME OF SIGNATORY ([UNIQUE IDENTIFIER]) using [AUTHENTICATION METHOD] as authentication method. 


The text signed in the [AUTHENTICATION METHOD] client was:


$signed_text$

Data returned from the  [AUTHENTICATION METHOD]:

  

Name: [NAMED RETURNED]

ID number: [ID NUMBER RETURNED]

Signature: [SIGNATURE RETURNED]

Online Certificate Status Protocol (OCSP) Response: [OCSP RETURNED]

		See section 6.6.3.



		The signatory [NAME OF SIGNATORY ([UNIQUE IDENTIFIER]) signed the document.

		See section 6.7.1.



		The due date for signing the document passed. Scrive eSign disabled the possibility to sign for all parties.

		See section 3.3.5.



		The signatory [NAME OF PERSON] ([UNIQUE IDENTIFIER]) [CHECKED or UNCHECKED] the checkbox [NAME OF CHECKBOX]. The checkbox's placement in the Main Document: 

Page     X           Y

1            0.123   0.420

		See sections 3.2.4 and 6.4.10.



		The signatory [NAME OF PERSON] ([UNIQUE IDENTIFIER]) selected the radio button "[NAME OF RADIO BUTTON]" in radio group "[NAME OF RADIO GROUP]". Possible options were: [LIST OF ALL RADIO BUTTON NAMES IN RADIO GROUP]. The radio buttons placement in the Main Document:

Page     X           Y

1            0.123   0.128

1            0.123   0.142

		See sections 3.2.5 and 6.4.12.



		The signatory [NAME OF PERSON] ([UNIQUE IDENTIFIER]) signed in the signature box [NAME OF BOX]. The box's placement in the Main Document:

Page     X           Y

1            0.123   0.420

		See sections 3.2.5, 6.4.13 (or 6.4.18 if signature box was not placed) and 6.5.11.



		The signatory [NAME OF PERSON] ([UNIQUE IDENTIFIER]) changed the text in the text field [NAME OF FIELD] from [PREVIOUS VALUE] to [NEW VALUE]. The field's placement in the Main Document: 

Page     X           Y

1            0.123   0.420

		See sections 3.2.3 and 6.4.9 (or 6.4.14 if text field was not placed).



		The party  [NAME OF PERSON] ([UNIQUE IDENTIFIER]) opened the view to verify their identity before viewing the document.

		See section 6.3.1.



		The party [NAME OF PERSON] ([UNIQUE IDENTIFIER]) opened the document in Scrive eSign’s online interface to [review/sign] documents.

		See section 6.2.1.



		Highlighting was added to page 3 while [NAME OF PERSON] was viewing.

		See sections 3.5.1 and 6.4.4. 



		Highlighting was removed from page 3 while [NAME OF PERSON] was viewing.

		See sections 3.5.1 and 6.4.4. 





7.2.2 Generating images of the confirmation after Signatories signed

To sign through Scrive eSign the Signatory is asked to confirm the signature and after the Signatory has confirmed their signature a confirmation message is displayed. Scrive eSign will generate an image of the Signatories’ browser environment including the confirmation message in the foreground and the Main Document and Field Data in the background.

The technology for generating an image of the Signatories’ browser environment is not perfect. Therefore, as a safeguard in the event that the image of the Signatories’ browser cannot be generated correctly, Scrive eSign will at each Planned Production Upgrade, generate images of a reference browser environment including the confirmation message in the foreground and a demo Main Document and Field Data in the background. The purpose of the images is to serve as a reference to display how the images of the Signatories’ browser environment should have looked like if the image generation would have been generated correctly.

7.2.3 Recording Signatories’ system information

Scrive eSign records information of the system that the Signatories use at each system event generated by the Signatory. The information that is recorded is:

		IP address



7.2.4 Record the time of each event in Scrive eSign relating to a Signatory’s activity

At the time of an event triggered by a Signatories’ interaction with Scrive eSign, Scrive eSign will log the following information:  

		The time of Scrive eSign servers at the time of the Signatories’ activity 

		The time of the latest Clock Error Sample

		The clock error at the latest Clock Error Sample



7.3 Recording clock error

The time of Scrive eSign servers is controlled using NTP and the servers communicate indirectly with servers equipped with reference clocks whose purpose is to define reference time. Each hour Scrive eSign estimates the error of the clocks of its servers compared to reference time and the estimated error is measured in milliseconds (the “Clock Error Sample” or “CES”). The purpose of the Clock Error Sample is to produce data that can be used in a statistical model to evaluate the accuracy of Scrive eSign servers’ clock at the point of each logged event.

More about the Clock Error Sample and measurement of time in Scrive eSign is explained in the Appendix 4 Evidence of Time.

8. Evidence Package generation

8.1 Preparing the Evidence Package

Once all Signatories have signed electronically, Scrive eSign will execute the following actions to produce the Evidence Material:

		Prepare the Final PDF.

		Append the Verification Page as an additional page to the Final PDF.

		Append the Evidence Quality of Scrive E-signed Documents as an attachments inside the Final PDF.

		Append the Evidence Quality Framework as an attachment inside the Final PDF.

		Append the Service Description as an attachment inside the Final PDF.

		Append the Evidence Log as an attachment inside the Final PDF.

		Append the Evidence of Time as an attachment inside the Final PDF.

		Append the Evidence of Intent as an attachment inside the Final PDF.

		Append the Digital Signature Documentation as an attachment inside the Final PDF.



Once the Evidence Material has been produced Scrive eSign will execute the following actions to secure the integrity of the Evidence Material and thereby produce the final Evidence Package:

		Seal the material in steps 1-9 with a digital signature.

		Seal the material in steps 1-10 with a keyless digital signature (not performed if PAdES digital sealing is used).



A detailed description of the steps 1-11 follows below.

8.1.1 Prepare a Final PDF (step 1)

The Final PDF is prepared by inserting all the pages from the original Main Document, and subsequently all the Field Data is rendered using the placements defined by the Author in the Workflow Settings. If the Author defined that Attachments should be Merged with the Main Document they are added as pages to the Main Document. If the Author defined that Attachments should not be Merged with the Main Document the attachment is hashed using SHA-256. The hash can be found in the Evidence Log. Attachments that are not merged with the Main Documents are not digitally sealed. By comparing the computed hash (the output from execution of the algorithm SHA-256) to a known and expected hash value (the value in the Evidence Log), it’s possible to determine the Attachments’ integrity.

8.1.2 Append the Verification Page (step 2)

The Verification Page is one or several pages appended at the end of the Final PDF and it contains the following information:

		Transaction ID intended for support purposes.

		Information about the Main Document including name, number of pages and by whom it was submitted.

		Information about the each Attachment, including name, number of pages, if it was merged with the Main Document or not and by whom it was submitted.

		Information about the Initiator and each Signatory. 

		Activity history of each Signatory in Scrive eSign during Workflow Execution, including a brief description of the activity, the time of the activity and the IP address.

		A Scrive seal.



At the end of the Verification Page there is brief documentation describing what the Verification Page is. The documentation is intended to give the reader all the information necessary in order to understand:

		The nature of the document (an Evidence Package issued by Scrive).

		That additional documentation about the Evidence Package can be found in the Attachments.

		Where to verify the integrity of the document (https://www.scrive.com/verify).



The purpose of the Verification Page is to make the most important metadata about the Workflow Execution easily accessible.

8.1.3 Append the Evidence Quality of Scrive E-signed Documents (step 3)

The Evidence Quality of Scrive E-signed Documents is a brief introduction to the Evidence Package. The purpose of the document is to serve as an executive summary and help with the understanding of the Evidence Package without having to read through all the documentation. 

8.1.4 Append the Evidence Quality Framework (step 4)

The Evidence Quality Framework explains the legal aspects of digital evidence quality. The purpose of this document is to set a framework for the understanding of digital evidence quality and explain how the Evidence Package relates to such framework.

8.1.5 Append the Service Description (step 5)

The Service Description is this document and is a complete functional specification of Scrive eSign. The Scrive team maintains the following process to keep the Service Description up to date:

		A new version of Scrive eSign has been developed and the staging environment has been updated with the new version. The staging environment is the servers where the final testing of a new version of Scrive eSign is conducted before it is released to all customers. If the new version of Scrive eSign includes new features or substantial adjustments to existing features the Service Description is updated by the Scrive eSign product owner to include the changes made. The Scrive eSign product owner is the person that plans and manages the development of Scrive eSign.

		While on staging the changes to the Service Description is reviewed and corrected by the Scrive legal counsel in dialogue with the Scrive eSign product owner. 

		Once all text changes have been agreed by the Scrive eSign product owner and the Scrive legal counsel, the updated Service Description is to be included with the next updates to Scrive eSign. 



The purpose of the document is to serve as a reference for anyone trying to understand the Evidence Package and its different components.

8.1.6 Append the Evidence Log (step 6)

The Evidence Log includes all Transaction Logs printed in human readable text including a) the Signatories’ activities in Scrive eSign during Workflow Execution, b) all system information of the Signatories, and c) the UTC timestamp created at the moment of each Signatories’ activity.

The purpose of the Evidence Log is to make all collected metadata about the Workflow Execution accessible outside of Scrive eSign and thus independently of Scrive. 

8.1.7 Append the Evidence of Time (step 7)

The Evidence of Time includes a detailed documentation about a) how the time of the servers of Scrive eSign is measured and synchronised with trusted sources of time, b) a mathematical algorithm to calculate the probability of time deviation above certain time intervals and c) the measurements required to insert into the mathematical algorithm, including the last 1000 samples of the servers time deviation and their distribution.

The purpose of the Evidence of Time is to explain how Scrive eSign measures time and

provide a mathematical algorithm by which it is possible to calculate the probability of

the error of the time stamps recorded by Scrive eSign.

8.1.8 Append the Evidence of Intent (step 8)

The Evidence of Intent includes the images of the Signatories browser environment generated by Scrive eSign when the Signatory has signed and is displayed with a confirmation thereof. Additionally the Evidence of Intent also includes the reference images generated by Scrive eSign at each Planned Production Upgrade.

The purpose of the Evidence of Intent is to secure a) evidence of intent to sign and b) evidence of what Sign Material there was intent to sign, to avoid such rhetoric as exemplified by the example with the blue elephant and the pink sheep.

8.1.9 Append the Digital Signature Documentation (step 9)

The Digital Signature Documentation contains an algorithm for how to prove the document’s integrity mathematically. The document integrity can be tested mathematically with the help of a) the Digital Signature Documentation, b) a code published in the Financial Times after the date of sealing the document with the digital signature (step 10) and c) a keyless digital signature has been applied to the document after the date of publishing the code in the Financial Times (step 11). This document does require technical knowledge to be useful.

The purpose of the Digital Signature Documentation is to explain how the integrity of the Evidence Package can be verified independently of Scrive or any other third party. Note that the Digital Signature Documentation is not intended as the primary method for proving the document’s integrity. The use of the Digital Signature Documentation is intended as a last resort after which all other methods of verifying the integrity have failed. To clarify, the intended order for verifying the integrity of a document is:

		Scrive provides the primary method for verifying the integrity of a signature at https://www.scrive.com/verify. Here the document owner can upload the document and get an automated validation of the document integrity. This method does not require any technical knowledge to be useful.

		If this primary method for some reason fails to perform the verification of integrity then the digital signature provider, Guardtime (http://www.guardtime.com), can be contacted directly for verification. This second method also does not require any technical knowledge to be useful.

		Finally, if both previous methods have failed, the Digital Signature Documentation can be used to mathematically verify the document integrity.



8.1.10 Append the Digital Signature (step 10)

When the steps 1-9 have been performed the document is sealed with a digital signature from Guardtime to produce the complete Evidence Package (steps 1-10).

The purpose of the Digital Signature is to be able to prove the integrity of the Evidence Package with the help of Guardtime. Additionally the digital signature also has a function of a strong timestamp useful as evidence of time at the point of sealing the document. Learn more about this in the Digital Signature Documentation.

8.1.11 Append the Keyless Digital Signature (step 11)

Around the 20th each month Guardtime will make an updated Keyless Digital Signature available. Scrive eSign will apply the updated Keyless Digital Signatures on Evidence Packages that were produced by Scrive eSign 40 days after the initial signing.

The purpose of the Keyless Digital Signature, is that the integrity of the Evidence Package can be verified mathematically and independently of Scrive, Guardtime or any other third party, only relying on public information. Additionally, the verification will provide irrefutable evidence about when the timestamp in step 10 was generated. Learn more about this in the Digital Signature Documentation.

8.1.12 PAdES digital signature (optional to Steps 10 and 11)

The PAdES digital signature secures that the document can not be tampered without breaking the signature. In addition, the following are appended to the document as part of PAdES digital signature: 

		A URL to a Certificate Revocation List is appended that can be read to assure that the certificate is not in a revoked state at the time of signing of the document. 

		An OCSP (online certificate status protocol) is embedded to check the revocation status of the certificate. 

		A TimeStamp is added at the time of signing to ensure two things; that the signature was valid at the time of signing; and (ii) that the signature remains valid over time. 



9. Document administration

Scrive eSign has a basic document management system. This system is described in this section.

9.1 Document list

9.1.1 List view

Initiated Workflows and Evidence Packages from completed workflows are displayed in a list with progress status, time of latest event, name of Initiated Workflow, Initiator, Parties and Delivery Method(s).

9.1.2 Learn more and manage workflow

By clicking the name of an Initiated Workflow, the User is redirected to the Document View where there is more information about the workflow progress and options to manage the workflow.

9.1.3 Mass-withdraw invitations

To withdraw an invitation to sign an Initiated Workflow, select Initiated Workflows by checking the checkboxes on the side and press “withdraw”. The invitation to sign the selected Initiated Workflows will be withdrawn and they will no longer be possible to sign. If a Signatory clicks an invitation link to a withdrawn document they will land in a landing page with an instruction that the Workflow Execution has been cancelled.

9.1.4 Send mass-reminder

To remind Signatories of an Initiated Workflow to sign, select by checking the checkboxes on the side and press “send reminder”. The reminder to sign the selected Initiated Workflows will be sent to all the Signatories that haven’t signed using the Delivery Method as initially selected by the Author. If a specific sign order has been defined the reminder will only be sent to the next Signatory in line for signing.

9.1.5 Delete

To delete an Initiated Workflow or Evidence Package from the list view, select by checking the checkboxes on the side and press delete. Initiated Workflows that are deleted will also automatically be withdrawn.

9.1.6 Filter and search

Filter documents based on workflow progress status, initiator and/or date. Search the list of Template Workflows with free text search. Matches will be provided for all free text data.

9.1.7 Download all documents

Select what documents to download and download a zip-file including the PDFs of the selected documents. The Main Document from Initiated Workflows will be downloaded in its current state and finalised documents will be downloaded as completed Evidence Packages.

9.1.8 Download metadata as CSV

By selecting this option metadata from all transactions will be downloaded as CSV. The metadata includes information about each Party and the most important activities of the Party during Workflow Execution.

9.2 Template Workflow editing list

9.2.1 List view

Template Workflows are displayed in a list time of latest change, name of Template Workflow, Initiator, Parties and Delivery Method(s). Deleted Template Workflows are deleted instantaneously.

9.2.2 Filter and search

Search the list of Template Workflows with free text search.

9.2.3 Delete

To delete a Template Workflow from the list view, select one or multiple templates by checking the checkboxes on the side and press delete.

9.2.4 Share

To share a Template Workflow in the list view with other Users in the same organisation, select one or multiple Template Workflows by checking the checkboxes on the side and press share.

9.3 Trash list

9.3.1 List view

Deleted Initiated Workflows, Template Workflows and Evidence Packages are displayed in a list with progress status, time of latest event, name of Initiated Workflow, Initiator, Parties and Delivery Method(s). Deleted documents stay in the list for one month before Scrive eSign deletes them permanently from the system.

9.3.2 Filter and search

Filter documents based on workflow progress status, initiator and/or date. Search the list of Template Workflows with free text search. Matches will be provided for all free text data.

9.3.3 Restore

To restore a document back to the documents list, select by checking the checkboxes on the side and press restore.

9.4 Auto-deletion of documents and personal data

This is a setting that will instruct Scrive eSign to auto-delete documents and personal data after a number of days as defined by the account administrator. This applies to all documents except templates and documents pending signing. Upon deletion the documents are moved to Trash.

10. Account administration

10.1 Organisation administration

Accounts in Scrive eSign are organised in organisations. Each User belongs to an organisation. The organisation settings will be used in the Users interactions with Parties when using the system.

10.1.1 Organisation details

In the account section it is possible to edit the organisation details. The organisation details include name, organisation number and address. The name and organisation number will be displayed whenever the User is displayed as Party to a Workflow Execution, including places such as the Sign View and the Verification Page. The organisation address and mobile number  of the organisation’s administrators will be used for billing and support purposes.

10.1.2 White-label branding

There are two types of white-label branding in Scrive eSign: the Workflow Session branding and the complete white-label branding. In the account section it is possible to white-label the Workflow Sessions with the company brand profile, including a) the Sign View, b) the emails,  c) SMS’ d) the logged in part (such as the Design View), e) the favicon, f) the browser title. The complete white-label branding can only be set by a Scrive administrator and additionally to the Workflow Session branding includes white-labeling of a) the login and signup views, b) party colors and c) document status icons. 

10.2 User administration

10.2.1 User privileges

There are two levels of user privileges: standard and admin. The standard User can do everything as specified in the previous sections of this specification document. The admin User has the additional privileges as specified below.

		Privilege

		Explanation



		Edit company details

		Can edit the details of the organisation’s Scrive eSign account.



		Add user

		Can add users to the organisation’s Scrive eSign account.



		Remove user

		Can remove users from the organisation’s Scrive eSign account.



		White-label branding

		Can do Workflow Session branding for all users of the organisation’s Scrive eSign account.



		Access all documents

		Can access all documents of all Users in the organisation’s Scrive account.



		Manage all documents

		Can manage all documents of all Users in the organisation’s Scrive account.





10.2.2 User management

In the account section the admin User can add Users by typing name and email address. The person will then be invited to have an account as part of the organisation of the inviting admin User. The Users of the organisation are displayed in a list and can be removed from the organisation by selecting the User and deleting it. All documents of that User will stay the property of the organisation.
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1. Purpose

The purpose of the Digital Signature Documentation is to provide a method so that the integrity of the Evidence Package can be verified mathematically and independently of Scrive, Guardtime or any other third party, only relying on public information. 

2. Overview

2.1 Digital Signatures

Digital signatures are used to make digital data tamper proof, so that it can be verified that the data has not been modified since the digital signature was created.

Digital signatures are designed in a way that there is a method for checking that the data that the signature is applied to is not modified, and that there is a method for checking that the signature has been issued in some trusted way.

2.2 Cryptographic Hash Functions

There is one mathematical concept that is pervasive in digital signing technologies: cryptographic hash functions. Such functions are used to straightforwardly compute a “hash value” of some fixed length (e.g. 256 bits) of some arbitrary amount of data, with the property that it is infeasible to reverse the function and get the data back from the hash value, but most importantly: it is infeasible to come up with any other piece of data that will compute to the same hash value.

These properties imply that it is sufficient to protect hash values of data instead of the data itself. The reason is that if we know that the protected hash value is unmodified and matches the hash value that we can compute of the data itself, then we know that it is infeasible that the data itself has been modified. For integrity purposes, hash values are essential condensations of the original data.

In addition to the cryptographic hash functions, many technologies for digital signatures are based on the use of keys.

2.3 Key-based digital signatures

In key-based digital signatures, secret information (private keys) are used to create signatures by some trusted organisation. Each private key has a corresponding public key which is used for verifying the integrity of the digital signatures created with the private key. So to check a key-based digital signature, one needs to access the public key that corresponded to the secret key used to create the signature. In addition to verifying the signature using the public key, one has to verify that the public key comes from the trusted organisation that created the signature. This can be done using digital certificates as part of the public-key infrastructure.

Key-based digital signatures are problematic due to the durability requirements that come with protecting Evidence Packages. The private key must be kept secret by the trusted organisation. Should the key become public, the digital signatures that were issued using it can no longer be used to verify the integrity of the data. As a mitigation, the trusted organisation can limit the time that any one public/private key pair is used, and then erase the private key. Should a private key leak from the trusted organisation, only signatures created during the lifetime of the private key become worthless. However, more frequent renewal of keys mean that the organisation issuing digital signatures must provide more public keys for verification purposes. The main problem remains: how can one be sure that a private key was not leaked and used to forge digital signatures? The PAdES standard specifies a set of restrictions and extensions to the standards for PDF and ISO-32000-1 and -2. PAdES is described in the technical specification TS-102 778 that is published and maintained by the European Telecommunication Standards Institute, ETSI.

2.4 Keyless digital signatures for durability

Keyless digital signatures rely solely on the properties of cryptographic hash functions to protect data, without the use of secrets.

An extremely simple (but naive) method for creating a keyless digital signature is to compute the hash value of some data and then make that hash value public so that it can be used to verify that copies of the data have not been modified. It is important that the hash value is published so that that a verifier readily can find it and trust that the hash value is authentic, and that the publication is permanently accessible for the foreseeable future. A suitable method is to publish the hash value in a newspaper that is widely spread and archived throughout the world.

Although simple, the naive method described is not practical in that it requires one hash value to be published for each piece of data that needs a digital signature. To make keyless digital signatures practical one can combine hash values from multiple pieces of data by juxtaposing the hash values and computing new hash values of the result, as illustrated below:
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By combining hash values in this way, one can choose to publish the combined hash value periodically, e.g. once a month. For verification to work, additional information is needed to ensure that a particular Evidence Package’s hash value leads to the hash value that is published in a newspaper (such a published hash value is called a publication code). Therefore, the digital signature contains information about what newspaper contains the publication code (currently, publication codes are printed in Financial Times), as well as intermediate hash values in the linked chain of hashes all the way to the publication code. For the middle Evidence Package in the diagram above, the digital signature would have information about where one can find the publication code c₆, as well as the intermediate hash values c₃, d₄, and d₅. From the Evidence Package’s computed hash value d₃, the intermediate hash values in the digital signature, and the combining cryptographic hash function H taking juxtaposed hash values, a verifier would compute the complete chain of hash values: c₄ = H(c₃,d₃), c₅ = H(c₄,d₄), c₆ = H(c₅, d₅). Having computed c₆, the verifier needs to check that it is equal to the newspaper’s publication code.

Since the digital signature must contain extra information about intermediate hash values that stem from other Evidence Packages leading to the publication code, one cannot immediately put the keyless digital signature into the Evidence Package upon its creation—one has to wait until the publication code is known. But since the parties involved in signing a document typically want access to the Evidence Package right away, Scrive E-sign provides the parties with an initial version of the Evidence Package with a temporary, keyless digital signature. Once the Evidence Package’s hash value has been part of the linked chain that leads to a publication code, Scrive E-sign produces a new Evidence Package with the permanent, keyless digital signature. Signatories that choose to store their Evidence Package in the archive service provided by Scrive E-sign can download the revised Evidence Package in the archive once it becomes available.

The devil in the details regarding the implementation of keyless digital signatures (e.g., in practice one would use trees of intermediate hash values instead of linked chains), but the fundamental principle is the same: data can be verified by computing a sequence of hash values and check against a value that is published in a trusted way.

2.5 Verifiable timestamps using keyless signatures

The keyless signature not only provides a method for verifying the integrity of the Evidence Package, it also encodes the time down to the second when the signature was created. By construction, the time encoding is irrefutable and can be produced as part of the verification method of the keyless digital signature.

The following diagram gives a simplified version of how the time encoding works. Each publication code that goes into a newspaper is the root of the so called calendar tree, which is an ever-growing tree with one leaf node for each second since midnight, January 1st, 1970 in Coordinated Universal Time (UTC), a point in time we will denote T₀. (In the diagram, we have assumed that there is one evidence package providing the hash value for each leaf node, which is a simplification since we for each second may have zero or more than one evidence package for which we want a digital signature. In reality, the hash value of each leaf node in the calendar tree is constructed from an aggregation tree of hash values. We have also assumed a very small calendar tree, consisting of just four leaf nodes spanning a time of four seconds. A calendar tree for a whole month is of course much larger.)
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Now, suppose we want to verify the digital signature for the evidence package in the third row. The digital signature contains the path from the root down to the leaf, telling us if we should choose the upper route (encoded as a 0) or lower route (encoded as a 1) to get to the next level. The choices form a sequence which can be interpreted as a binary number, and for the path highlighted in yellow, this binary number is 10 which in decimal is the number 2. One can then conclude that this leaf was constructed at T₀ + 2, that is, 2 seconds after midnight, January 1st, 1970 (UTC).

(In reality, the time encoding is not done using T₀ as a start point, but instead by using the time when the publication code was created as an end point. Details can be found in appendix Extracting the Signing Time.)

The next section provides precise information about the digital signatures produced by Scrive E-sign and how they can be verified.

3. How to Verify the Evidence Package

The signed document (PDF file) that the Evidence Package (HTML attachments - that this Digital Signature Documentation is part of) is embedded into, has either been electronically sealed by Scrive using the Guardtime Keyless Signature technology or with a PAdES digital signature. This enables independent verification of the time when the document was signed and checking that it has not been modified since. The process consists of several steps outlined below. If the document is signed using PAdES the signature can be validated in Acrobat Reader.

3.1 Extracting the Signature

The signature is embedded into the document following the standard PDF digital signature framework [PDF, section 12.8]. A Guardtime signature has the value GTTS.TimeStamp in its Filter field.

A single PDF file can contain several revisions of a document [PDF, section 7.5.6]. A Guardtime signature normally signs all revisions up to and including the one that contains it. In order to verify the document as it was signed, all subsequent updates have to be removed from the file.

More precisely, the signature protects the parts of the document specified by the ByteRange field of the signature. The two ranges must cover everything left after the previous step, except the Contents field of the signature.

The signature value is embedded in the Contents field in base 16 encoding. The value has to be stripped of trailing spaces and decoded [BASE, section 8] for further processing.

3.2 Parsing the Signature

The result of the previous step has to be parsed as an ASN.1 data structure in BER encoding [ASN, DER]. This must yield a ContentInfo structure [CMS, section 3] that embeds a SignedData structure [CMS, section 5] in the content field.

The contents of the encapContentInfo.eContent field of the SignedData structure have to be parsed as an ASN.1 data structure in DER encoding. This must yield a TSTInfo structure [TSP, section 2.4.2].

A Guardtime signature must have a single SignerInfo element in the signerInfos field of the SignedData structure and the object identifier 1.3.6.1.4.1.27868.4.1 in the signatureAlgorithm field of the SignerInfo structure.

The contents of the signature field of the SignerInfo structure have to be parsed as an ASN.1 data structure in DER encoding. This must yield a Guardtime-defined TimeSignature structure:

                          TimeSignature ::= SEQUENCE {

                            location HashChain,

                            history HashChain,

                            publishedData PublishedData,

                            pkSignature [0] SignatureInfo OPTIONAL,

                            pubReference [1] SET OF OCTET STRING OPTIONAL

                          }

                          PublishedData ::= SEQUENCE {

                            publicationIdentifier INTEGER,

                            publicationImprint DataImprint

                          }

Each of the HashChain fields is an ASN.1 OCTET STRING that contains a concatenation of a number of HashStep records. Each HashStep record in turn is a concatenation of a 1-byte hash algorithm code (appendix Hash Functions), a 1-byte direction indicator, a variable-length DataImprint field, and a 1-byte level number. The DataImprint field consists of a 1-byte hash algorithm code followed by the hash value (the number of bytes determined by the hash function). Note that all these are just concatenated together, not encoded as separate ASN.1 fields.

The DataImprint field in the PublishedData structure is an ASN.1 OCTET STRING that consists of a 1-byte hash algorithm code followed by the corresponding number of bytes of hash value (again, just concatenated).

The contents of the pkSignature and pubReference fields will not be used in the following and thus need not be parsed. However, presence of the pkSignature field indicates the hash chain contained in the history field is a temporary one not connected to a printed control publication. In such a case, the history and publishedData fields should be updated before proceeding (appendix Extending the TimeSignature).

3.3 Checking the Document

To check that the document matches the signature, it must be verified that the hash value of the signed document corresponds to the one embedded in the signature.

The concatenation of the sections of the original PDF file specified by the ByteRange field has to be hashed using the algorithm specified by the messageImprint.hashAlgorithm field of the TSTInfo structure. The result must be equal to the value of the messageImprint.hashedMessage field of the TSTInfo structure.

3.4 Checking the Signature

To check that the signature is internally consistent, it must be verified in several places that the hash value computed from one part of the signature corresponds to the one embedded in another part.

The DER-encoded representation of the TSTInfo structure (that is, the value of the encapContentInfo.eContent field of the SignedData structure) has to be hashed using the algorithm specified by the digestAlgorithm field of the SignerInfo structure. The result must be equal to the value of the message-digest attribute in the signedAttrs field of the SignerInfo structure.

The DER-encoded representation of the SignedAttributes structure has to be hashed using the algorithm specified by the digestAlgorithm field of the SignerInfo structure. The result will be the input data to the hash chain computation process described next. Note that the data to be hashed in this step is different from the representation of the signedAttrs field in the SignerInfo structure, as the latter is a tagged implicit set while the former is an explicit set [CMS, section 5.4].

For each HashStep record in the location hash chain and then for each HashStep record in the history hash chain in the TimeSignature structure, in the order in which the records appear in the chains:

		compute x as the result of hashing the input data with the algorithm specified by the hash algorithm code (the first byte) in the record;

		if the direction indicator (the second byte) in the record is 0:

		compute y as the concatenation of the DataImprint field (bytes from the third up to but excluding the last), the hash algorithm code (the first byte), the value of x, and the level byte (the last byte);

		if the direction indicator (the second byte) in the record is 1:

		compute y as the concatenation of the hash algorithm code (the first byte), the value of x, the DataImprint field (bytes from the third up to but excluding the last), and the level byte (the last byte);

		if the direction indicator (the second byte) is something else:

		abort with an error "invalid signature";

		the value of y is the input for the next step.



Finally, the value of y from the last step of the hash chain computation has to be hashed using the hash algorithm specified by the first byte of the publicationImprint field of the PublishedData structure. The result must be equal to the remaining bytes of the publicationImprint field.

3.5 Checking the Publication

To check that the signature matches the widely witnessed control publication, it must be verified that the contents of the PublishedData structure correspond to a printed publication acquired from a trusted source.

The publicationIdentifier field in the PublishedData structure contains the POSIX time [POSIX, section 4.15] value for the moment when the control publication was generated. A Guardtime control publication appears in the World Edition of the Financial Times 2–6 days after it is generated (depending on the publisher's schedules).

The PublishedData structure is formatted into human-comparable form as follows:

		the value of the publicationIdentifier field as a 64-bit integer (8 bytes in big-endian order) and the contents of the publicationImprint field are concatenated;

		a CRC-32 checksum [CRC, section 8.1.1.6.2] is computed on the result of the previous step and appended to it;

		the result of the previous step is encoded in base 32 [BASE, section 6];

		the result of the previous step may be broken into groups of 6 or 8 characters by dashes.



The result must be equal to the control publication that appears in the newspaper (ignoring possible differences in the optional character grouping).

3.6 Conclusion

Since in the whole computation starts from the contents of the PDF file and through a series applications of one-way functions ends up at a value that was known to exist at some well-established time in the past (the time when the newspaper was printed), this proves that the file in question existed before that time in the same form as it is currently.

The preceding statement relies only on the hash functions being one-way and assumes absolutely nothing about the Guardtime technology. Adding information about how the hash chains are constructed (which is seen by all Guardtime clients while it happens and can thus also be considered quite widely witnessed) makes it possible to extract the signing time with much better precision (appendix Extracting the Signing Time).

4. Hash Functions

The following table lists the hash functions that may be used in hash chains in Guardtime keyless signatures, along with their identifiers and hash value sizes.

		Algorithm Name

		Guardtime ID

		Hash Value Size

		Algorithm Specification



		SHA-1

		0

		20

		SHA, section 6.1



		SHA-224

		3

		28

		SHA, section 6.3



		SHA-256

		1

		32

		SHA, section 6.2



		SHA-384

		4

		48

		SHA, section 6.5



		SHA-512

		5

		64

		SHA, section 6.4



		RIPEMD-160

		2

		20

		RIPE, section 7





5. Extracting the Signing Time

The time when a datum was signed with a Guardtime keyless signature can be extacted from the history and the publicationIdentifier fields of the TimeSignature structure (section Parsing the Signature). The process is as follows:

		set h to 0 and p to the value of the publicationIdentifier field;

		for each HashStep record in the history hash chain, in the reverse of the order in which the records appear in the chain:



		if p is 0: abort with an error "invalid signature";

		set x to the highest power of 2 that does not exceed p;

		if the direction indicator (the second byte) in the record is 0: set h to h+x and p to p-x;

		if the direction indicator (the second byte) in the record is 1: set p to x-1;

		if the direction indicator (the second byte) is something else: abort with an error "invalid signature";



		if p is not 0: abort with an error "invalid signature";



The final value of h is the POSIX time [POSIX, section 4.15] value for the moment when the datum was signed.

6. Extending the TimeSignature

For each Guardtime signature and any control publication generated after the signature was issued, a hash chain can be created that connects the signature to the control publication and thus also to the printed medium in which the publication appeared. This process is called extending the signature.

The preferred way to do this is to access an online verification service using a tool obtained from either Scrive or Guardtime. This can also be done independently using the calendar database acquired either from Guardtime or, in case Guardtime has ceased the service, from the Estonian Technical Surveillance Authority, to which Guardtime is obligated to deposit the database before exiting the business.

The Guardtime calendar database consists of one hash value per second, indexed by integral POSIX time [POSIX, section 4.15] values (red nodes and black numbers on the figure below). Each of these hash values aggregates all signing requests that the Guardtime service processed during the corresponding 1-second time interval.

The aggregate hash values are connected into binary trees by hashing them together in pairs in left to right order, then hashing the first level pairs together again, and so on until a set of complete binary trees is obtained (blue arrows and nodes on the figure). For generating the control publication, the roots of the binary trees are hashed into a chain in right to left order (purple arrows and nodes), and the value from the last node of the chain is extracted for generating the control publication (golden arrow).

More precisely, each node on the figure is a DataImprint structure (section Parsing the Signature). On each step, the DataImprint from the left child node, the DataImprint from the right child node, and a single byte with the value of 255 are concatenated together, hashed, and the result is obtained as a DataImprint consisting of the concatenation of the 1-byte hash algorithm code (appendix Hash Functions) and the hash value.
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For manageability, the database is split into several files (separated by dashed black lines on the figure). For the files to be usable without access to preceding ones, each file starting from some time value t also contains the root values from the binary trees corresponding to the state of the database on time t-1 (dashed blue arrows between the first and second file on the figure).

To construct the hash chain linking a given signature to a given publication, the following steps have to be performed:

		The signing time has to be extracted from the history and publishedData fields currently in the signature (appendix Extracting the Signing Time);

		The calendar database files covering the full interval from the signing time to the time when the publication was generated have to be obtained (format and naming of the files described later in this section);

		The hash-linked structure corresponding to the time when the publication was generated has to be reconstructed (as described earlier in this section);

		The unique hash chain connecting the leaf entry corresponding to the signing time to the root entry corresponding to the control publication (dotted arrows on the figure above) has to be extracted;

		The TimeSignature structure (section Parsing the Signature) has to be updated with new values:



		The history field is set to the concatenation of HashStep records describing the steps in the hash chain; each HashStep record is constructed as the concatenation of the 1-byte hash algorithm code from the DataImprint in the current node, the 1-byte direction indicator (0 if the sibling node is to the right in the tree, 1 if the sibling is to the left), the DataImprint from the sibling node, and a single byte with the value of 255;

		The publicationIdentifier field is set to the POSIX time value for the moment when the control publication was generated;

		The publicationImprint field is set to the DataImprint value in the root entry corresponding to the control publication.



Each calendar database file consists of a fixed header, a set of root node records, a sequence of calendar node records, and a checksum record. In the following, many values are given in hexadecimal, with the 0x prefix prepended.

The header consists of 12 fields totaling 65 bytes:

		8-byte sequence: file format identifier; must be 0x47, 0x54, 0x49, 0x4d, 0x45, 0x48, 0x44, and 0x42 (ASCII representation of 'GTIMEHDB');

		4-byte integer: endian-ness indicator; fixed value 0x01020304; all other 32-bit integers in the file will be in the same byte order;

		4-byte integer: version number; must be 0x00000001 (in file byte order);

		8-byte integer: endian-ness indicator; fixed value 0x0102030405060708; all other 64-bit integers in the file will be in the same byte order;

		8-byte integer: file creation time as POSIX time;

		8-byte integer: first calendar record index; the POSIX time value for the first node in the calendar node section of the file;

		4-byte integer: first calendar record offset; the offset of the start of the calendar node section within the file;

		4-byte integer: calendar record length; the length of each record in the calendar node section of the file;

		1 byte: calendar hash algorithm; the 1-byte hash algorithm code (appendix Hash Functions) for the hash function used by all calendar nodes in this file (they all must use the same algorithm);

		1 byte: flags; must be 0x01;

		14 bytes: reserved for future; all bytes must be 0x00;

		1 byte: CRC8 checksum of all preceding bytes in the header record; this is intended as a short-term protection against accidental errors while the file is being created; checking this may be omitted as the checksum record at the end of the file gives much stronger protection.



The root node section spans the space from the end of the header to the beginning of the calendar node section. It consists of a sequence of root node records followed by a 1-byte CRC8 checksum of all preceding bytes in the section. Each root node record consists of 4 fields:

		4-byte integer: record length; the number of bytes to follow in this record (excluding the length field itself);

		8-byte integer: record index; the POSIX time value for the last calendar node in the complete binary tree whose root this node is;

		1 byte: the 1-byte hash algorithm code for the hash function used in this node;

		variable-length sequence: the hash value in this node (the length is determined by the hash function used; it may also be computed by subtracting 9 from the value of the record length field).



Note that the concatenation of the two last fields in each record yields the DataImprint value for the corresponding node.

The calendar node section spans the space from the end of the root node section to almost the end of the file; it is followed only by a checksum record that has the same size and format as a calendar node record. It consists of a sequence of calendar node records (and no section checksum). Each calendar node record consists of 3 fields:

		4-byte integer: record index offset; this value is to be added to the first calendar record index field from the file header to obtain the POSIX time value for this node;

		variable-length sequence: the hash value in this node (the length is determined by the hash function used which is specified by the calendar hash algorithm field in the file header; it may also be obtained by subtracting 5 from the calendar record length field in the file header);

		1 byte: CRC8 checksum of all preceding bytes in the record.



Again, note that the concatenation of the calendar hash algorithm field from the file header and the hash value field from the record yields the DataImprint value for the corresponding node.

The last record in the file is the cryptographic checksum of the whole file:

		4-byte integer: fixed value 0xffffffff;

		variable-length sequence: the hash value computed by hashing all data preceding the checksum record in the file using the hash function specified in the calendar hash algorithm field in the file header (the length is the same as for the calendar node records);

		1 byte: CRC8 checksum of all preceding bytes in the record.



The calendar database files are named following the pattern

    hashdb-tttttttttttttttt-yyyy-mm-dd-hhmmss.bin

where the fields have the following meaning:

		filename prefix, always hashdb;

		POSIX time value for the first calendar node in the file; 16-digit lower-case hexadecimal number with leading zeroes preserved (but no 0x prefix);

		year, month, and day of the file creation time; month and day are 2-digit decimal numbers with the leading zeroes preserved;

		hour, minute, and second of the file creation time (in UTC); each is 2-digit decimal number with the leading zero preserved;

		filename suffix, always bin.
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1. Purpose

The purpose of the Evidence Log is to make all collected metadata about the Workflow Execution accessible outside of the Scrive eSign database and thus independently of Scrive. 

2. Evidence Log Components

This Evidence Log is a complete collection of all actions and events that occurred during the Workflow Execution, which have been logged by Scrive eSign. The information included in each log event is the following:

		What occurred

		Who initiated the event

		The time of the event

		The clock error of the time of the event

		The time at which the latest Clock Error Sample was collected



Learn more about clock error and Clock Error Samples in the appendix Evidence of Time.

		Time		CES		IP address and User-Agent		Event

		2023-06-14 17:56:37.697822 UTC ±8 ms		2023-06-14 17:51:13.801005 UTC		
      188.151.217.125
      
        Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 10.0; Win64; x64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/114.0.0.0 Safari/537.36
      
    		
      
        The initiator Robert Johansson (RJ) initiated the signing workflow and Scrive eSign a) locked the signing workflow from further editing, b) set the signing workflow language to LANG_EN, c) set the signing due date to 2023-09-12 21:59:59 UTC, d) set the time zone to Europe/Stockholm and e) initiated the signing workflow.
      

    

		2023-06-14 17:56:37.697822 UTC ±8 ms		2023-06-14 17:51:13.801005 UTC		
      
      
        
      
    		
      
        Scrive eSign sent an invitation to sign the document via email (peter.westford@navigio.se) to Peter Westford (PW). The invitation included a link that when clicked led to Scrive eSign’s online interface to sign documents. 

      

    

		2023-06-14 17:56:37.697822 UTC ±8 ms		2023-06-14 17:51:13.801005 UTC		
      
      
        
      
    		
      
        Scrive eSign sent an invitation to sign the document via email (fredrik.hemviken@navigio.se) to Fredrik Hemviken (FH). The invitation included a link that when clicked led to Scrive eSign’s online interface to sign documents. 

      

    

		2023-06-14 17:56:37.697822 UTC ±8 ms		2023-06-14 17:51:13.801005 UTC		
      
      
        
      
    		
      
        Scrive eSign sent an invitation to sign the document via email (margareta.bengtsson@navigio.se) to Margareta Bengtsson (MB). The invitation included a link that when clicked led to Scrive eSign’s online interface to sign documents. 

      

    

		2023-06-14 17:56:43.118868 UTC ±9 ms		2023-06-14 17:51:13.801005 UTC		
      
      
        
      
    		
      
        Scrive eSign’s external email delivery system reported that the invitation to sign the document sent via email to Peter Westford (PW) was delivered.
      

    

		2023-06-14 17:56:43.139967 UTC ±9 ms		2023-06-14 17:51:13.801005 UTC		
      
      
        
      
    		
      
        Scrive eSign’s external email delivery system reported that the invitation to sign the document sent via email to Margareta Bengtsson (MB) was delivered.
      

    

		2023-06-14 17:56:49.177078 UTC ±9 ms		2023-06-14 17:51:13.801005 UTC		
      
      
        
      
    		
      
        Scrive eSign’s external email delivery system reported that the invitation to sign the document sent via email to Fredrik Hemviken (FH) was delivered.
      

    

		2023-06-14 18:03:31.410696 UTC ±15 ms		2023-06-14 17:51:13.801005 UTC		
      
      
        
      
    		
      
        Scrive eSign’s external email delivery system reported that the invitation sent to fredrik.hemviken@navigio.se was opened.
      

    

		2023-06-14 19:23:25.831841 UTC ±49 ms		2023-06-14 18:51:16.399583 UTC		
      
      
        
      
    		
      
        Scrive eSign’s external email delivery system reported that the invitation sent to peter.westford@navigio.se was opened.
      

    

		2023-06-15 07:55:08.951713 UTC ±12 ms		2023-06-15 07:51:52.420169 UTC		
      213.80.123.194
      
        Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 10.0; Win64; x64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/113.0.0.0 Safari/537.36
      
    		
      
        The party Peter Westford (PW) opened the document in Scrive eSign’s online interface to sign documents.
      

    

		2023-06-15 07:55:34.50447 UTC ±13 ms		2023-06-15 07:51:52.420169 UTC		
      213.80.123.194
      
        Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 10.0; Win64; x64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/113.0.0.0 Safari/537.36
      
    		
      
        The signatory Peter Westford (PW) signed the document.
      

    

		2023-06-26 13:17:21.876307 UTC ±12 ms		2023-06-26 13:02:33.870852 UTC		
      213.80.123.194
      
        Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 10.0; Win64; x64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/114.0.0.0 Safari/537.36
      
    		
      
        Scrive eSign sent a reminder to sign via email to Fredrik Hemviken (FH) at the request of the user Robert Johansson (RJ).
      

    

		2023-06-26 13:17:21.876307 UTC ±12 ms		2023-06-26 13:02:33.870852 UTC		
      213.80.123.194
      
        Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 10.0; Win64; x64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/114.0.0.0 Safari/537.36
      
    		
      
        Scrive eSign sent a reminder to sign via email to Margareta Bengtsson (MB) at the request of the user Robert Johansson (RJ).
      

    

		2023-06-26 13:17:25.248265 UTC ±12 ms		2023-06-26 13:02:33.870852 UTC		
      
      
        
      
    		
      
        Scrive eSign’s external email delivery system reported that the invitation to sign the document sent via email to Fredrik Hemviken (FH) was delivered.
      

    

		2023-06-26 13:17:25.290626 UTC ±12 ms		2023-06-26 13:02:33.870852 UTC		
      
      
        
      
    		
      
        Scrive eSign’s external email delivery system reported that the invitation to sign the document sent via email to Margareta Bengtsson (MB) was delivered.
      

    

		2023-06-26 22:53:35.712285 UTC ±35 ms		2023-06-26 22:02:55.246355 UTC		
      
      
        
      
    		
      
        Scrive eSign’s external email delivery system reported that the invitation sent to fredrik.hemviken@navigio.se was opened.
      

    

		2023-06-27 15:17:39.985747 UTC ±12 ms		2023-06-27 15:03:33.142064 UTC		
      
      
        
      
    		
      
        Scrive eSign’s external email delivery system reported that the invitation sent to margareta.bengtsson@navigio.se was opened.
      

    

		2023-06-27 15:17:42.111606 UTC ±12 ms		2023-06-27 15:03:33.142064 UTC		
      81.235.174.180
      
        Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 16_2 like Mac OS X) AppleWebKit/605.1.15 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/16.2 Mobile/15E148 Safari/604.1
      
    		
      
        The party Margareta Bengtsson (MB) opened the document in Scrive eSign’s online interface to sign documents.
      

    

		2023-06-27 15:18:11.579416 UTC ±12 ms		2023-06-27 15:03:33.142064 UTC		
      81.235.174.180
      
        Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 16_2 like Mac OS X) AppleWebKit/605.1.15 (KHTML, like Gecko) Version/16.2 Mobile/15E148 Safari/604.1
      
    		
      
        The signatory Margareta Bengtsson (MB) signed the document.
      

    

		2023-06-27 16:10:32.652197 UTC ±6 ms		2023-06-27 16:03:34.783265 UTC		
      83.185.36.63
      
        Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 16_1 like Mac OS X) AppleWebKit/605.1.15 (KHTML, like Gecko) CriOS/114.0.5735.124 Mobile/15E148 Safari/604.1
      
    		
      
        The party Fredrik Hemviken (FH) opened the document in Scrive eSign’s online interface to sign documents.
      

    

		2023-06-27 16:11:03.355784 UTC ±6 ms		2023-06-27 16:03:34.783265 UTC		
      83.185.36.63
      
        Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 16_1 like Mac OS X) AppleWebKit/605.1.15 (KHTML, like Gecko) CriOS/114.0.5735.124 Mobile/15E148 Safari/604.1
      
    		
      
        The signatory Fredrik Hemviken (FH) signed the document.
      

    

		2023-06-27 16:11:03.355784 UTC ±6 ms		2023-06-27 16:03:34.783265 UTC		
      
      
        
      
    		
      
        Scrive eSign locked the document from further modifications by the parties.
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1. Purpose

The purpose of this document is to explain how Scrive eSign measures time and provide a mathematical algorithm by which it is possible to calculate the probability of the error of the time stamps recorded by Scrive eSign.

2. Time measurement process

This section explains the NTP (Network Time Protocol) configurations of the systems involved with time measurement of Scrive eSign.

2.1 The hypervisor

Amazon, which Scrive eSign uses as hosting provider, use Xen or KVM depending on the generation of the virtual machine, for virtualisation. The default configuration is that all VM hosts are time synced using a clustered public pool of NTP servers. Scrive eSign does not use this mechanism.

2.2 Time synchronisation

Scrive eSign relies on NTP running on the virtual machine guests to get coordinated time from an NTP source. Scrive eSign does not use the time provided by the hypervisor hosts hosting the virtual machines, i.e. Amazon. This will help mitigate factors like load on the hypervisors or virtual machine guests affecting clock accuracy. This NTP synchronisation will override the clock synchronisation from the VM hosts’ clocks.

3. Configuration of hardware and services

This section describes the time/NTP and monitoring configuration of the application servers that run the Scrive eSign service.

3.1 Boot Time

The guest virtual machine behavior for the database server is as follows:

		On boot the virtual machine guest clock is set from the VM host

		ntp-date is run once from an init script

		ntpd is then run from another init script, which runs continuously



The behavior on the application server is the same with the exception of the ntpdate step which is not present on this system. It is worth noting that entries in procfs are not available for querying the configuration of the kernel with regards to Xen/clock configuration.

3.2 NTP Configuration

Logging that traces accuracy and time synchronisation is configured to use local NTP servers in the Scrive environment, which in turn acts as a proxy for the NTP server pool below that follows UTC(SP), i.e. official Swedish time:

		ntp1.sth.netnod.se

		ntp2.sth.netnod.se

		ntp1.gbg.netnod.se

		ntp2.gbg.netnod.se

		ntp1.mmo.netnod.se

		ntp2.mmo.netnod.se



3.3 Monitoring

Scrive eSign service has a monitoring system (Nagios) that monitors various aspects of the NTP statistics and keeps historic logs. It informs of problems with NTP server connectivity, jitter and offset, immediately regardless of what time of day it is.

3.4 Time scale

The NTP configuration together with the logging implies that we are following UTC(SP), and all timestamps are because of this traceable to this time scale.

4. Calculation of the probability of the clock error

This section describes how to calculate the probability of the clock error of the Scrive eSign timestamps.

4.1 Clock error samples

Once per hour Scrive eSign uses the NTP protocol to check the difference between the Scrive eSign server clock and UTC(SP). This check is performed directly against servers in the NTP server pool listed in Section 3.2. Each check results in one clock error sample (hereinafter “Clock Error Samples”), which is assumed to accurately reflect the actual clock error.

4.2 Clock error algorithm

The calculation of the probability of the clock error can be done by inserting the Clock Error Samples into the algorithm below. We assume that the samples follow a normal distribution.

		Let [image: 1.png]

 be a set of the clock error samples (in seconds). Let [image: 2.png]

, [image: 3.png]

.

		Let [image: 4.png]

 be the random variable representing the clock error with parameters estimated using data set [image: CodeCogsEqn.png]

.

		Let [image: 7.png]

, [image: 8.png]

 be the the empirical distribution function.

		Let [image: 9.png]

 be the size of discretized value space, [image: 10.png]

. Let [image: 11.png]

 be the discretized value space, [image: 12.png]

 be the set of data points representing empirical distribution function, [image: 13.png]

 be the set of data points representing cumulative distribution function of the random variable estimating the clock error.

		Plot the data in [image: 14.png]

 and [image: 15.png]

 to assess the accuracy of the estimation.

		[image: 16.png]

 is the estimated probability that the clock error is smaller than [image: 17.png]

 seconds.



4.3 Clock error samples and evidence of normal distribution

The last 1000 Clock Error Samples are inserted into this document in section 5. These Clock Error Samples can be used as input data to the algorithm in 4.2 to provide evidence of normal distribution and to calculate the probability of the clock error of the Scrive eSign time stamps. From the Clock Error Samples one can derive the parameters (mean and variance) for a normal distribution. One can also calculate the difference between this estimated distribution and the empirical data given by the Clock Error Samples themselves. You can see cumulative distribution functions (cdf) for the estimates and the empirical data and on top of that the difference between the empirical and estimated errors in the graph below. This graph also allow us to visually estimate the probability of a specific maximum error.
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4.4 Input parameters

Based on the Clock Error Samples in section 5 it is possible to calculate the variables that define the normal distribution (mean and standard deviation). Scrive eSign has automatically calculated these variables as per the below:

		mean: 0.85 ms

		standard deviation: 2.30 ms



4.5 Probability of the clock error

By using the algorithm and the Clock Error Samples Scrive eSign calculated the following probabilities of the clock error ‘e’:

		|e| < 2.5 ms: ≈69.016%

		|e| < 5 ms: ≈95.865%

		|e| < 10 ms: ≈99.996%



5. Clock Error Samples

The following are the clock error samples collected between 2023-05-17 00:22:12.612991 UTC and 2023-06-27 16:03:34.783265 UTC:

		Time collected		Clock offset

		2023-05-17 00:22:12.612991		1.1 ms

		2023-05-17 01:22:15.438174		-1.7 ms

		2023-05-17 02:22:18.577885		-2.6 ms

		2023-05-17 03:22:21.936748		-3.9 ms

		2023-05-17 04:22:25.302095		2.0 ms

		2023-05-17 05:22:27.944961		1.8 ms

		2023-05-17 06:22:31.785738		-0.6 ms

		2023-05-17 07:22:33.718481		3.1 ms

		2023-05-17 08:22:35.650015		3.6 ms

		2023-05-17 09:22:38.923151		5.9 ms

		2023-05-17 10:22:41.754503		1.9 ms

		2023-05-17 11:22:44.247616		3.1 ms

		2023-05-17 12:22:46.060455		3.8 ms

		2023-05-17 13:22:47.919182		3.1 ms

		2023-05-17 14:22:50.109343		1.2 ms

		2023-05-17 15:22:52.896129		4.2 ms

		2023-05-17 16:22:56.217351		1.8 ms

		2023-05-17 17:22:58.039998		-0.2 ms

		2023-05-17 18:23:01.580496		1.1 ms

		2023-05-17 19:23:04.596654		-0.8 ms

		2023-05-17 20:23:07.954614		1.0 ms

		2023-05-17 21:23:11.193369		-1.4 ms

		2023-05-17 22:23:14.470305		-2.0 ms

		2023-05-17 23:23:17.973106		-0.4 ms

		2023-05-18 00:23:19.387691		-3.0 ms

		2023-05-18 01:23:21.928567		0.0 ms

		2023-05-18 02:23:24.860292		-4.7 ms

		2023-05-18 03:23:28.434637		-4.7 ms

		2023-05-18 04:23:30.951693		-7.5 ms

		2023-05-18 05:23:34.379184		-3.5 ms

		2023-05-18 06:23:37.119625		0.0 ms

		2023-05-18 07:23:40.726448		1.6 ms

		2023-05-18 08:23:42.746518		2.1 ms

		2023-05-18 09:23:44.875657		1.6 ms

		2023-05-18 10:23:48.341634		2.4 ms

		2023-05-18 11:23:50.496715		0.3 ms

		2023-05-18 12:23:52.4231		2.2 ms

		2023-05-18 13:23:54.34913		1.4 ms

		2023-05-18 14:23:55.772512		-0.2 ms

		2023-05-18 15:23:57.939529		0.4 ms

		2023-05-18 16:23:59.936053		0.9 ms

		2023-05-18 17:24:02.715204		1.4 ms

		2023-05-18 18:24:06.841177		2.7 ms

		2023-05-18 19:24:09.642918		0.5 ms

		2023-05-18 20:24:12.599765		2.9 ms

		2023-05-18 21:24:16.326343		1.3 ms

		2023-05-18 22:24:19.724693		-0.1 ms

		2023-05-18 23:24:21.550188		-2.4 ms

		2023-05-19 00:24:23.083745		-0.1 ms

		2023-05-19 01:24:26.415517		1.1 ms

		2023-05-19 02:24:29.454257		-1.2 ms

		2023-05-19 03:24:31.247155		-2.6 ms

		2023-05-19 04:24:33.600309		-0.7 ms

		2023-05-19 05:24:37.171829		-1.3 ms

		2023-05-19 06:24:41.187938		1.5 ms

		2023-05-19 07:24:43.241643		1.1 ms

		2023-05-19 08:24:44.740347		0.8 ms

		2023-05-19 09:24:47.371498		0.6 ms

		2023-05-19 10:24:50.488461		1.3 ms

		2023-05-19 11:24:52.733264		2.3 ms

		2023-05-19 12:24:54.412635		1.9 ms

		2023-05-19 13:24:55.985679		1.4 ms

		2023-05-19 14:24:58.1429		0.9 ms

		2023-05-19 15:25:01.528515		-0.2 ms

		2023-05-19 16:25:03.152664		3.0 ms

		2023-05-19 17:25:06.794916		2.2 ms

		2023-05-19 18:25:10.998872		-0.3 ms

		2023-05-19 19:25:14.06709		-0.5 ms

		2023-05-19 20:25:16.004431		0.1 ms

		2023-05-19 21:25:19.450776		-0.5 ms

		2023-05-19 22:25:22.85897		0.0 ms

		2023-05-19 23:25:25.940842		-0.9 ms

		2023-05-20 00:25:29.480926		0.6 ms

		2023-05-20 01:25:32.462538		1.2 ms

		2023-05-20 02:25:36.073469		0.5 ms

		2023-05-20 03:25:39.350166		1.3 ms

		2023-05-20 04:25:42.432427		1.3 ms

		2023-05-20 05:25:45.713547		-1.0 ms

		2023-05-20 06:25:49.820255		-0.6 ms

		2023-05-20 07:25:53.207684		-0.4 ms

		2023-05-20 08:25:56.406929		0.0 ms

		2023-05-20 09:25:58.194396		0.4 ms

		2023-05-20 10:25:59.680985		0.4 ms

		2023-05-20 11:26:02.740446		3.2 ms

		2023-05-20 12:26:06.881161		0.8 ms

		2023-05-20 13:26:10.600373		1.2 ms

		2023-05-20 14:26:12.273609		2.4 ms

		2023-05-20 15:26:15.558515		0.5 ms

		2023-05-20 16:26:19.827916		2.2 ms

		2023-05-20 17:26:23.324717		-0.1 ms

		2023-05-20 18:26:27.307869		0.6 ms

		2023-05-20 19:26:30.693746		2.1 ms

		2023-05-20 20:26:34.510876		0.9 ms

		2023-05-20 21:26:37.855135		4.3 ms

		2023-05-20 22:26:40.900867		4.0 ms

		2023-05-20 23:26:44.752262		2.8 ms

		2023-05-21 00:26:48.5431		-1.3 ms

		2023-05-21 01:26:51.808398		-1.5 ms

		2023-05-21 02:26:55.552472		-1.6 ms

		2023-05-21 03:26:58.575183		-1.7 ms

		2023-05-21 04:27:02.33977		-1.6 ms

		2023-05-21 05:27:05.936628		-0.6 ms

		2023-05-21 06:27:09.471869		-0.2 ms

		2023-05-21 07:27:11.594888		-0.8 ms

		2023-05-21 08:27:13.338602		2.0 ms

		2023-05-21 09:27:17.621271		0.7 ms

		2023-05-21 10:27:19.331652		5.5 ms

		2023-05-21 11:27:20.966734		1.1 ms

		2023-05-21 12:27:23.049714		1.4 ms

		2023-05-21 13:27:25.670863		0.5 ms

		2023-05-21 14:27:28.163645		4.1 ms

		2023-05-21 15:27:30.443214		0.8 ms

		2023-05-21 16:27:31.834037		2.1 ms

		2023-05-21 17:27:35.01302		0.2 ms

		2023-05-21 18:27:37.757956		2.3 ms

		2023-05-21 19:27:41.040376		2.5 ms

		2023-05-21 20:27:43.731521		0.1 ms

		2023-05-21 21:27:46.895651		-0.1 ms

		2023-05-21 22:27:49.411446		-0.3 ms

		2023-05-21 23:27:52.626916		-0.8 ms

		2023-05-22 00:27:55.617252		1.8 ms

		2023-05-22 01:27:59.184084		-0.6 ms

		2023-05-22 02:28:02.023675		-0.9 ms

		2023-05-22 03:28:04.919587		0.6 ms

		2023-05-22 04:28:07.800163		-0.6 ms

		2023-05-22 05:28:10.921635		-0.3 ms

		2023-05-22 06:28:13.39876		-2.4 ms

		2023-05-22 07:28:14.900431		0.1 ms

		2023-05-22 08:28:16.36356		-0.7 ms

		2023-05-22 09:28:17.966098		4.0 ms

		2023-05-22 10:28:19.464869		3.2 ms

		2023-05-22 11:28:21.617214		3.8 ms

		2023-05-22 12:28:23.522294		2.5 ms

		2023-05-22 13:28:24.980846		2.6 ms

		2023-05-22 14:28:26.753547		-0.6 ms

		2023-05-22 15:28:29.110917		5.2 ms

		2023-05-22 16:28:31.521295		0.5 ms

		2023-05-22 17:28:33.734692		2.0 ms

		2023-05-22 18:28:36.524781		-0.2 ms

		2023-05-22 19:28:39.882587		1.7 ms

		2023-05-22 20:28:42.703982		0.2 ms

		2023-05-22 21:28:45.746929		3.4 ms

		2023-05-22 22:28:48.687967		1.1 ms

		2023-05-22 23:28:51.195533		1.0 ms

		2023-05-23 00:28:54.254672		-0.5 ms

		2023-05-23 01:28:57.364461		-0.4 ms

		2023-05-23 02:29:00.418301		-0.1 ms

		2023-05-23 03:29:02.913783		-0.9 ms

		2023-05-23 04:29:05.286342		2.5 ms

		2023-05-23 05:29:07.21205		3.3 ms

		2023-05-23 06:29:10.822673		5.1 ms

		2023-05-23 07:29:13.700361		2.1 ms

		2023-05-23 08:29:15.908977		3.4 ms

		2023-05-23 09:29:17.325437		1.1 ms

		2023-05-23 10:29:19.861198		2.8 ms

		2023-05-23 11:29:21.408217		3.2 ms

		2023-05-23 12:29:24.045479		4.4 ms

		2023-05-23 13:29:25.442934		2.0 ms

		2023-05-23 14:29:27.577678		1.1 ms

		2023-05-23 15:29:29.083087		0.8 ms

		2023-05-23 16:29:31.26596		2.8 ms

		2023-05-23 17:29:33.406965		2.3 ms

		2023-05-23 18:29:34.748015		1.6 ms

		2023-05-23 19:29:36.549854		0.0 ms

		2023-05-23 20:29:39.735638		-0.3 ms

		2023-05-23 21:29:42.070437		-0.8 ms

		2023-05-23 22:29:45.744918		-1.1 ms

		2023-05-23 23:29:48.854823		0.8 ms

		2023-05-24 00:29:52.290996		1.0 ms

		2023-05-24 01:29:55.523031		-0.4 ms

		2023-05-24 02:29:57.982798		2.2 ms

		2023-05-24 03:30:00.912072		-0.7 ms

		2023-05-24 04:30:02.596803		0.2 ms

		2023-05-24 05:30:04.918686		0.2 ms

		2023-05-24 06:30:06.795333		2.3 ms

		2023-05-24 07:30:09.052272		7.4 ms

		2023-05-24 08:30:11.232232		4.5 ms

		2023-05-24 09:30:13.123004		2.0 ms

		2023-05-24 10:30:15.016592		0.9 ms

		2023-05-24 11:30:16.712249		2.0 ms

		2023-05-24 12:30:18.53093		0.6 ms

		2023-05-24 13:30:20.238258		0.6 ms

		2023-05-24 14:30:22.800913		-1.2 ms

		2023-05-24 15:30:24.43543		2.9 ms

		2023-05-24 16:30:26.815329		3.8 ms

		2023-05-24 17:30:28.207256		2.4 ms

		2023-05-24 18:30:31.915939		2.0 ms

		2023-05-24 19:30:35.473172		2.7 ms

		2023-05-24 20:30:38.454212		0.2 ms

		2023-05-24 21:30:41.450443		-0.2 ms

		2023-05-24 22:30:44.583879		-2.6 ms

		2023-05-24 23:30:48.259735		-4.0 ms

		2023-05-25 00:30:51.578435		-3.5 ms

		2023-05-25 01:30:54.664846		-1.0 ms

		2023-05-25 02:30:58.069487		-2.2 ms

		2023-05-25 03:31:01.13482		-1.9 ms

		2023-05-25 04:31:04.607318		1.5 ms

		2023-05-25 05:31:09.098944		2.8 ms

		2023-05-25 06:31:12.304245		4.9 ms

		2023-05-25 07:31:13.867155		1.9 ms

		2023-05-25 08:31:16.061016		2.5 ms

		2023-05-25 09:31:18.345803		0.4 ms

		2023-05-25 10:31:19.74938		3.0 ms

		2023-05-25 11:31:21.557679		0.3 ms

		2023-05-25 12:31:23.202315		1.2 ms

		2023-05-25 13:31:24.694248		7.9 ms

		2023-05-25 14:31:26.699558		2.2 ms

		2023-05-25 15:31:29.322559		5.8 ms

		2023-05-25 16:31:31.275011		1.7 ms

		2023-05-25 17:31:34.561398		2.8 ms

		2023-05-25 18:31:38.349976		0.4 ms

		2023-05-25 19:31:40.77786		-3.4 ms

		2023-05-25 20:31:42.321256		0.2 ms

		2023-05-25 21:31:43.724632		-1.5 ms

		2023-05-25 22:31:45.934978		-1.5 ms

		2023-05-25 23:31:48.279395		-1.0 ms

		2023-05-26 00:31:49.771916		-0.9 ms

		2023-05-26 01:31:53.40668		-1.7 ms

		2023-05-26 02:31:57.171607		-2.4 ms

		2023-05-26 03:31:59.276173		-7.4 ms

		2023-05-26 04:32:00.712454		-7.9 ms

		2023-05-26 05:32:03.970739		-2.3 ms

		2023-05-26 06:32:07.541434		-1.6 ms

		2023-05-26 07:32:11.300084		-0.8 ms

		2023-05-26 08:32:12.80377		1.9 ms

		2023-05-26 09:32:14.605943		0.4 ms

		2023-05-26 10:32:16.457849		1.3 ms

		2023-05-26 11:32:17.978642		1.1 ms

		2023-05-26 12:32:19.501552		2.6 ms

		2023-05-26 13:32:21.343584		3.7 ms

		2023-05-26 14:32:23.066272		1.5 ms

		2023-05-26 15:32:25.495925		5.3 ms

		2023-05-26 16:32:29.234148		0.4 ms

		2023-05-26 17:32:32.784784		2.2 ms

		2023-05-26 18:32:36.066937		4.3 ms

		2023-05-26 19:32:38.48038		12.1 ms

		2023-05-26 20:32:41.39777		11.3 ms

		2023-05-26 21:32:45.118622		3.0 ms

		2023-05-26 22:32:48.627264		-2.1 ms

		2023-05-26 23:32:52.319999		-3.2 ms

		2023-05-27 00:32:54.089988		1.2 ms

		2023-05-27 01:32:56.66957		1.0 ms

		2023-05-27 02:32:59.434681		-1.2 ms

		2023-05-27 03:33:01.311961		-4.1 ms

		2023-05-27 04:33:03.322912		-3.6 ms

		2023-05-27 05:33:05.901709		-2.0 ms

		2023-05-27 06:33:08.593818		1.8 ms

		2023-05-27 07:33:10.52239		3.5 ms

		2023-05-27 08:33:12.556649		0.7 ms

		2023-05-27 09:33:14.583823		1.4 ms

		2023-05-27 10:33:16.486471		2.6 ms

		2023-05-27 11:33:19.376528		1.2 ms

		2023-05-27 12:33:21.348358		5.2 ms

		2023-05-27 13:33:23.724696		-0.3 ms

		2023-05-27 14:33:25.296021		0.4 ms

		2023-05-27 15:33:27.494126		3.1 ms

		2023-05-27 16:33:28.97078		3.9 ms

		2023-05-27 17:33:31.396302		3.0 ms

		2023-05-27 18:33:33.199497		0.0 ms

		2023-05-27 19:33:35.094436		-1.4 ms

		2023-05-27 20:33:36.635116		-1.9 ms

		2023-05-27 21:33:39.611849		0.0 ms

		2023-05-27 22:33:42.450684		-0.2 ms

		2023-05-27 23:33:44.067023		-2.6 ms

		2023-05-28 00:33:46.861828		0.5 ms

		2023-05-28 01:33:49.629701		0.2 ms

		2023-05-28 02:33:52.060611		-0.8 ms

		2023-05-28 03:33:54.002514		1.8 ms

		2023-05-28 04:33:55.76231		-1.3 ms

		2023-05-28 05:33:58.727224		-0.8 ms

		2023-05-28 06:34:01.77616		0.5 ms

		2023-05-28 07:34:04.144567		-0.8 ms

		2023-05-28 08:34:06.16475		-0.4 ms

		2023-05-28 09:34:08.307711		-0.3 ms

		2023-05-28 10:34:11.0868		-0.7 ms

		2023-05-28 11:34:15.540221		-0.2 ms

		2023-05-28 12:34:18.106399		1.1 ms

		2023-05-28 13:34:20.451593		2.6 ms

		2023-05-28 14:34:22.63151		4.6 ms

		2023-05-28 15:34:24.519111		4.9 ms

		2023-05-28 16:34:26.143556		1.9 ms

		2023-05-28 17:34:29.443596		4.1 ms

		2023-05-28 18:34:32.285732		3.7 ms

		2023-05-28 19:34:35.383929		2.0 ms

		2023-05-28 20:34:38.352808		2.2 ms

		2023-05-28 21:34:40.02355		-0.2 ms

		2023-05-28 22:34:41.833766		-1.2 ms

		2023-05-28 23:34:44.312909		-0.4 ms

		2023-05-29 00:34:47.825879		-1.5 ms

		2023-05-29 01:34:49.653949		1.4 ms

		2023-05-29 02:34:51.552468		-0.6 ms

		2023-05-29 03:34:53.900819		3.1 ms

		2023-05-29 04:34:57.229773		2.7 ms

		2023-05-29 05:34:59.233008		-0.3 ms

		2023-05-29 06:35:02.236599		1.4 ms

		2023-05-29 07:35:03.73381		2.8 ms

		2023-05-29 08:35:05.794522		0.1 ms

		2023-05-29 09:35:08.924687		5.1 ms

		2023-05-29 10:35:10.546641		2.5 ms

		2023-05-29 11:35:12.286056		3.5 ms

		2023-05-29 12:35:14.161358		-0.8 ms

		2023-05-29 13:35:15.872735		-0.7 ms

		2023-05-29 14:35:17.320682		2.4 ms

		2023-05-29 15:35:19.097535		0.4 ms

		2023-05-29 16:35:21.63963		-1.0 ms

		2023-05-29 17:35:23.240655		1.1 ms

		2023-05-29 18:35:25.440096		-2.1 ms

		2023-05-29 19:35:28.028225		-0.5 ms

		2023-05-29 20:35:30.007698		-0.4 ms

		2023-05-29 21:35:31.711041		-2.7 ms

		2023-05-29 22:35:33.289166		-2.0 ms

		2023-05-29 23:35:36.268444		0.1 ms

		2023-05-30 00:35:37.910264		2.2 ms

		2023-05-30 01:35:39.631771		-1.8 ms

		2023-05-30 02:35:42.987673		1.9 ms

		2023-05-30 03:35:44.839535		0.1 ms

		2023-05-30 04:35:48.403272		-0.1 ms

		2023-05-30 05:35:49.999751		0.3 ms

		2023-05-30 06:35:51.694047		-1.8 ms

		2023-05-30 07:35:53.273758		0.7 ms

		2023-05-30 08:35:54.895028		1.7 ms

		2023-05-30 09:35:56.444778		0.7 ms

		2023-05-30 10:35:58.087899		2.8 ms

		2023-05-30 11:35:59.6904		-0.1 ms

		2023-05-30 12:36:01.740358		3.7 ms

		2023-05-30 13:36:03.209891		0.6 ms

		2023-05-30 14:36:05.606868		2.1 ms

		2023-05-30 15:36:07.042739		3.0 ms

		2023-05-30 16:36:08.634922		1.6 ms

		2023-05-30 17:36:10.770937		0.1 ms

		2023-05-30 18:36:13.405838		2.1 ms

		2023-05-30 19:36:15.838517		0.3 ms

		2023-05-30 20:36:17.268258		3.0 ms

		2023-05-30 21:36:19.202799		-1.1 ms

		2023-05-30 22:36:21.459727		-1.1 ms

		2023-05-30 23:36:24.299981		-1.2 ms

		2023-05-31 00:36:27.551413		1.4 ms

		2023-05-31 01:36:30.819622		-1.1 ms

		2023-05-31 02:36:34.021466		-0.3 ms

		2023-05-31 03:36:37.167437		1.9 ms

		2023-05-31 04:36:40.783967		-0.2 ms

		2023-05-31 05:36:43.75459		-0.3 ms

		2023-05-31 06:36:46.586512		-0.8 ms

		2023-05-31 07:36:49.900104		0.1 ms

		2023-05-31 08:36:52.185596		0.5 ms

		2023-05-31 09:36:54.631364		1.5 ms

		2023-05-31 10:36:56.181656		4.8 ms

		2023-05-31 11:36:57.938719		2.1 ms

		2023-05-31 12:36:59.439268		3.0 ms

		2023-05-31 13:37:00.985295		-0.2 ms

		2023-05-31 14:37:02.809794		3.3 ms

		2023-05-31 15:37:05.316483		4.6 ms

		2023-05-31 16:37:08.206782		6.0 ms

		2023-05-31 17:37:11.096952		5.5 ms

		2023-05-31 18:37:13.329203		1.1 ms

		2023-05-31 19:37:16.74452		-1.7 ms

		2023-05-31 20:37:19.505653		-5.6 ms

		2023-05-31 21:37:22.896975		-6.3 ms

		2023-05-31 22:37:26.216217		-7.2 ms

		2023-05-31 23:37:29.431605		-2.9 ms

		2023-06-01 00:37:32.015722		-0.8 ms

		2023-06-01 01:37:34.783004		0.7 ms

		2023-06-01 02:37:38.756242		-0.6 ms

		2023-06-01 03:37:41.684214		0.9 ms

		2023-06-01 04:37:44.784295		-5.3 ms

		2023-06-01 05:37:47.59755		-6.0 ms

		2023-06-01 06:37:51.572463		-6.4 ms

		2023-06-01 07:37:55.030835		0.4 ms

		2023-06-01 08:37:57.647373		-0.3 ms

		2023-06-01 09:37:59.826113		-0.6 ms

		2023-06-01 10:38:01.446566		-0.2 ms

		2023-06-01 11:38:03.055627		1.6 ms

		2023-06-01 12:38:04.936775		0.8 ms

		2023-06-01 13:38:07.232427		2.0 ms

		2023-06-01 14:38:08.747225		1.7 ms

		2023-06-01 15:38:10.604136		5.8 ms

		2023-06-01 16:38:12.508494		1.6 ms

		2023-06-01 17:38:15.415026		-2.4 ms

		2023-06-01 18:38:17.875454		-3.2 ms

		2023-06-01 19:38:19.510259		0.1 ms

		2023-06-01 20:38:22.895501		-2.1 ms

		2023-06-01 21:38:26.479016		-1.6 ms

		2023-06-01 22:38:29.459672		-2.9 ms

		2023-06-01 23:38:32.831305		-3.3 ms

		2023-06-02 00:38:36.563159		-2.8 ms

		2023-06-02 01:38:39.783005		-0.8 ms

		2023-06-02 02:38:41.331465		3.0 ms

		2023-06-02 03:38:45.477276		-1.1 ms

		2023-06-02 04:38:48.667991		0.5 ms

		2023-06-02 05:38:51.470877		3.3 ms

		2023-06-02 06:38:54.077864		1.7 ms

		2023-06-02 07:38:57.449527		-0.6 ms

		2023-06-02 08:38:59.090869		3.7 ms

		2023-06-02 09:39:00.552073		-0.6 ms

		2023-06-02 10:39:02.559588		-0.9 ms

		2023-06-02 11:39:05.472472		2.8 ms

		2023-06-02 12:39:07.364694		2.6 ms

		2023-06-02 13:39:09.987747		4.9 ms

		2023-06-02 14:39:12.246842		3.6 ms

		2023-06-02 15:39:14.004617		2.2 ms

		2023-06-02 16:39:16.391796		1.0 ms

		2023-06-02 17:39:19.832526		2.2 ms

		2023-06-02 18:39:22.805035		0.7 ms

		2023-06-02 19:39:24.35184		0.5 ms

		2023-06-02 20:39:26.773101		-4.0 ms

		2023-06-02 21:39:29.8642		-1.9 ms

		2023-06-02 22:39:33.56183		0.6 ms

		2023-06-02 23:39:37.092523		-1.3 ms

		2023-06-03 00:39:38.645635		0.6 ms

		2023-06-03 01:39:40.84851		0.6 ms

		2023-06-03 02:39:43.460972		2.3 ms

		2023-06-03 03:39:46.96079		1.0 ms

		2023-06-03 04:39:50.699544		0.0 ms

		2023-06-03 05:39:54.272248		3.1 ms

		2023-06-03 06:39:57.010449		1.7 ms

		2023-06-03 07:39:58.501438		1.6 ms

		2023-06-03 08:40:00.369001		2.0 ms

		2023-06-03 09:40:02.630922		4.7 ms

		2023-06-03 10:40:04.310671		5.6 ms

		2023-06-03 11:40:05.895985		1.2 ms

		2023-06-03 12:40:09.24539		4.8 ms

		2023-06-03 13:40:11.510442		2.4 ms

		2023-06-03 14:40:14.478691		2.5 ms

		2023-06-03 15:40:16.090647		2.1 ms

		2023-06-03 16:40:19.398962		1.2 ms

		2023-06-03 17:40:22.658324		0.7 ms

		2023-06-03 18:40:25.424209		-0.9 ms

		2023-06-03 19:40:27.465214		-1.0 ms

		2023-06-03 20:40:30.75171		-1.2 ms

		2023-06-03 21:40:32.956857		2.2 ms

		2023-06-03 22:40:35.607016		-0.2 ms

		2023-06-03 23:40:38.679186		-0.9 ms

		2023-06-04 00:40:42.029475		-0.3 ms

		2023-06-04 01:40:45.03486		-0.2 ms

		2023-06-04 02:40:47.995311		-0.2 ms

		2023-06-04 03:40:50.83978		1.0 ms

		2023-06-04 04:40:54.600336		-0.7 ms

		2023-06-04 05:40:58.030252		-0.4 ms

		2023-06-04 06:40:59.738511		0.1 ms

		2023-06-04 07:41:01.948514		1.0 ms

		2023-06-04 08:41:04.113172		5.5 ms

		2023-06-04 09:41:06.255399		3.5 ms

		2023-06-04 10:41:16.507536		4.1 ms

		2023-06-04 11:41:18.577258		5.6 ms

		2023-06-04 12:41:20.182609		3.7 ms

		2023-06-04 13:41:23.302848		2.8 ms

		2023-06-04 14:41:24.686755		1.2 ms

		2023-06-04 15:41:26.444167		-1.4 ms

		2023-06-04 16:41:29.787859		-0.2 ms

		2023-06-04 17:41:32.986487		2.6 ms

		2023-06-04 18:41:36.40744		1.8 ms

		2023-06-04 19:41:39.453631		1.1 ms

		2023-06-04 20:41:42.965102		1.5 ms

		2023-06-04 21:41:46.207378		2.1 ms

		2023-06-04 22:41:48.63172		1.7 ms

		2023-06-04 23:41:52.579282		0.5 ms

		2023-06-05 00:41:56.064218		-0.1 ms

		2023-06-05 01:41:58.668802		1.8 ms

		2023-06-05 02:42:01.582525		0.3 ms

		2023-06-05 03:42:04.139149		-0.6 ms

		2023-06-05 04:42:07.565034		0.2 ms

		2023-06-05 05:42:11.489681		-0.5 ms

		2023-06-05 06:42:12.855713		0.2 ms

		2023-06-05 07:42:14.367007		3.3 ms

		2023-06-05 08:42:15.951914		7.2 ms

		2023-06-05 09:42:17.901396		0.1 ms

		2023-06-05 10:42:20.306702		0.1 ms

		2023-06-05 11:42:21.770271		-1.3 ms

		2023-06-05 12:42:23.19584		-1.0 ms

		2023-06-05 13:42:25.129756		9.5 ms

		2023-06-05 14:42:26.869		1.2 ms

		2023-06-05 15:42:29.168126		4.7 ms

		2023-06-05 16:42:31.041764		5.0 ms

		2023-06-05 17:42:33.817285		2.0 ms

		2023-06-05 18:42:36.152655		-1.2 ms

		2023-06-05 19:42:39.621295		-1.7 ms

		2023-06-05 20:42:42.901087		-2.7 ms

		2023-06-05 21:42:45.036574		-1.4 ms

		2023-06-05 22:42:46.640923		2.3 ms

		2023-06-05 23:42:49.778263		1.7 ms

		2023-06-06 00:42:52.825758		-0.1 ms

		2023-06-06 01:42:56.694762		-0.8 ms

		2023-06-06 02:42:59.684707		-1.6 ms

		2023-06-06 03:43:02.44623		-0.2 ms

		2023-06-06 04:43:05.279132		-0.1 ms

		2023-06-06 05:43:08.543793		0.5 ms

		2023-06-06 06:43:10.898476		-0.5 ms

		2023-06-06 07:43:12.464076		1.8 ms

		2023-06-06 08:43:14.163212		2.6 ms

		2023-06-06 09:43:15.833871		3.8 ms

		2023-06-06 10:43:18.417699		1.0 ms

		2023-06-06 11:43:19.924547		3.6 ms

		2023-06-06 12:43:21.829833		0.8 ms

		2023-06-06 13:43:23.37969		0.5 ms

		2023-06-06 14:43:26.212706		-1.0 ms

		2023-06-06 15:43:28.709525		0.6 ms

		2023-06-06 16:43:30.495038		-2.2 ms

		2023-06-06 17:43:33.252036		-0.5 ms

		2023-06-06 18:43:37.150684		-0.7 ms

		2023-06-06 19:43:40.490923		-1.4 ms

		2023-06-06 20:43:42.250513		-1.7 ms

		2023-06-06 21:43:44.245156		-2.8 ms

		2023-06-06 22:43:47.928563		-0.4 ms

		2023-06-06 23:43:51.65528		-1.1 ms

		2023-06-07 00:43:53.265648		1.0 ms

		2023-06-07 01:43:55.214308		-2.4 ms

		2023-06-07 02:43:58.568315		-3.3 ms

		2023-06-07 03:44:00.423052		0.5 ms

		2023-06-07 04:44:02.270008		-0.3 ms

		2023-06-07 05:44:05.414655		2.3 ms

		2023-06-07 06:44:07.018215		1.1 ms

		2023-06-07 07:44:08.812007		1.2 ms

		2023-06-07 08:44:10.207252		1.7 ms

		2023-06-07 09:44:12.13968		3.6 ms

		2023-06-07 10:44:13.683702		4.0 ms

		2023-06-07 11:44:15.797707		-0.1 ms

		2023-06-07 12:44:17.116143		3.8 ms

		2023-06-07 13:44:19.107952		1.7 ms

		2023-06-07 14:44:20.684366		2.9 ms

		2023-06-07 15:44:22.319881		1.0 ms

		2023-06-07 16:44:24.241895		1.9 ms

		2023-06-07 17:44:25.757013		-0.9 ms

		2023-06-07 18:44:27.148819		0.4 ms

		2023-06-07 19:44:28.741811		2.6 ms

		2023-06-07 20:44:31.736561		1.4 ms

		2023-06-07 21:44:33.648909		-0.1 ms

		2023-06-07 22:44:36.606311		-2.2 ms

		2023-06-07 23:44:38.824174		-0.4 ms

		2023-06-08 00:44:40.772299		1.9 ms

		2023-06-08 01:44:44.596793		0.8 ms

		2023-06-08 02:44:46.165665		5.0 ms

		2023-06-08 03:44:49.355617		1.1 ms

		2023-06-08 04:44:52.704282		0.1 ms

		2023-06-08 05:44:56.645887		0.9 ms

		2023-06-08 06:44:58.458494		0.2 ms

		2023-06-08 07:45:01.144355		0.7 ms

		2023-06-08 08:45:04.664108		0.4 ms

		2023-06-08 09:45:07.544703		-1.0 ms

		2023-06-08 10:45:10.107104		-0.9 ms

		2023-06-08 11:45:12.86477		-0.9 ms

		2023-06-08 12:45:14.562868		-0.7 ms

		2023-06-08 13:45:16.632685		0.4 ms

		2023-06-08 14:45:18.963198		2.0 ms

		2023-06-08 15:45:20.451919		3.6 ms

		2023-06-08 16:45:22.724086		4.6 ms

		2023-06-08 17:45:24.976991		2.1 ms

		2023-06-08 18:45:27.673409		4.2 ms

		2023-06-08 19:45:30.956445		1.3 ms

		2023-06-08 20:45:32.405476		2.6 ms

		2023-06-08 21:45:36.202074		3.4 ms

		2023-06-08 22:45:39.384561		0.4 ms

		2023-06-08 23:45:40.783049		0.4 ms

		2023-06-09 00:45:42.352464		-1.7 ms

		2023-06-09 01:45:43.939169		-0.5 ms

		2023-06-09 02:45:46.709248		-1.9 ms

		2023-06-09 03:45:48.603393		-2.5 ms

		2023-06-09 04:45:50.80826		1.9 ms

		2023-06-09 05:45:53.970843		0.9 ms

		2023-06-09 06:45:57.330883		-0.4 ms

		2023-06-09 07:45:59.125977		0.9 ms

		2023-06-09 08:46:00.775861		3.2 ms

		2023-06-09 09:46:02.274023		1.8 ms

		2023-06-09 10:46:04.717191		6.1 ms

		2023-06-09 11:46:06.991317		5.3 ms

		2023-06-09 12:46:08.465175		4.0 ms

		2023-06-09 13:46:09.960908		3.1 ms

		2023-06-09 14:46:11.78867		2.5 ms

		2023-06-09 15:46:14.017597		4.6 ms

		2023-06-09 16:46:15.681108		3.7 ms

		2023-06-09 17:46:18.266653		7.7 ms

		2023-06-09 18:46:21.870952		1.8 ms

		2023-06-09 19:46:25.498774		2.9 ms

		2023-06-09 20:46:28.693135		-5.6 ms

		2023-06-09 21:46:31.35762		-2.7 ms

		2023-06-09 22:46:34.578206		3.5 ms

		2023-06-09 23:46:37.610425		3.3 ms

		2023-06-10 00:46:40.319406		-1.3 ms

		2023-06-10 01:46:41.817987		2.5 ms

		2023-06-10 02:46:43.433503		-3.0 ms

		2023-06-10 03:46:46.972594		-0.2 ms

		2023-06-10 04:46:48.575655		-1.0 ms

		2023-06-10 05:46:52.50418		0.9 ms

		2023-06-10 06:46:55.177996		0.8 ms

		2023-06-10 07:46:58.380279		0.9 ms

		2023-06-10 08:47:02.403313		3.2 ms

		2023-06-10 09:47:04.424691		0.3 ms

		2023-06-10 10:47:07.023017		0.6 ms

		2023-06-10 11:47:10.501898		2.1 ms

		2023-06-10 12:47:13.213361		2.1 ms

		2023-06-10 13:47:16.502327		3.2 ms

		2023-06-10 14:47:19.174356		2.2 ms

		2023-06-10 15:47:22.650985		1.8 ms

		2023-06-10 16:47:25.702632		1.3 ms

		2023-06-10 17:47:28.961835		2.1 ms

		2023-06-10 18:47:31.837689		3.4 ms

		2023-06-10 19:47:33.338521		3.6 ms

		2023-06-10 20:47:35.529746		-0.4 ms

		2023-06-10 21:47:38.785471		-2.0 ms

		2023-06-10 22:47:42.576038		-2.3 ms

		2023-06-10 23:47:46.589508		-2.1 ms

		2023-06-11 00:47:50.036389		1.7 ms

		2023-06-11 01:47:52.852947		0.4 ms

		2023-06-11 02:47:55.866193		0.1 ms

		2023-06-11 03:47:57.596575		3.4 ms

		2023-06-11 04:48:00.515776		2.6 ms

		2023-06-11 05:48:02.51646		1.8 ms

		2023-06-11 06:48:04.494733		2.0 ms

		2023-06-11 07:48:07.895887		-1.0 ms

		2023-06-11 08:48:09.958969		-0.3 ms

		2023-06-11 09:48:11.810422		-0.4 ms

		2023-06-11 10:48:13.355577		-1.1 ms

		2023-06-11 11:48:15.048659		0.7 ms

		2023-06-11 12:48:16.734089		0.1 ms

		2023-06-11 13:48:18.605349		3.8 ms

		2023-06-11 14:48:20.036506		12.5 ms

		2023-06-11 15:48:21.83697		26.2 ms

		2023-06-11 16:48:23.610613		30.6 ms

		2023-06-11 17:48:25.739082		25.4 ms

		2023-06-11 18:48:28.96175		18.0 ms

		2023-06-11 19:48:31.788601		20.7 ms

		2023-06-11 20:48:33.62897		22.2 ms

		2023-06-11 21:48:36.837035		19.0 ms

		2023-06-11 22:48:40.254397		22.5 ms

		2023-06-11 23:48:43.831355		14.7 ms

		2023-06-12 00:48:47.464169		7.9 ms

		2023-06-12 01:48:49.491349		12.0 ms

		2023-06-12 02:48:52.331898		12.3 ms

		2023-06-12 03:48:54.623278		7.1 ms

		2023-06-12 04:48:56.016429		0.9 ms

		2023-06-12 05:48:57.550171		5.0 ms

		2023-06-12 06:49:00.228934		3.8 ms

		2023-06-12 07:49:01.862571		3.4 ms

		2023-06-12 08:49:03.835212		2.7 ms

		2023-06-12 09:49:05.239102		-0.5 ms

		2023-06-12 10:49:07.033683		1.9 ms

		2023-06-12 11:49:08.812219		1.4 ms

		2023-06-12 12:49:10.282026		1.9 ms

		2023-06-12 13:49:11.790255		1.7 ms

		2023-06-12 14:49:14.551964		5.7 ms

		2023-06-12 15:49:16.072645		1.0 ms

		2023-06-12 16:49:19.056934		7.8 ms

		2023-06-12 17:49:20.838436		0.3 ms

		2023-06-12 18:49:22.849795		2.0 ms

		2023-06-12 19:49:25.574291		-0.8 ms

		2023-06-12 20:49:29.013434		0.5 ms

		2023-06-12 21:49:32.21714		2.3 ms

		2023-06-12 22:49:35.410019		2.3 ms

		2023-06-12 23:49:39.256592		-1.3 ms

		2023-06-13 00:49:40.69354		-1.8 ms

		2023-06-13 01:49:42.957379		-0.5 ms

		2023-06-13 02:49:45.496986		-3.3 ms

		2023-06-13 03:49:49.153502		-1.5 ms

		2023-06-13 04:49:50.772375		0.7 ms

		2023-06-13 05:49:52.830155		1.2 ms

		2023-06-13 06:49:54.750724		5.0 ms

		2023-06-13 07:49:56.914789		2.3 ms

		2023-06-13 08:49:59.668571		-2.2 ms

		2023-06-13 09:50:01.835352		0.6 ms

		2023-06-13 10:50:03.634502		0.1 ms

		2023-06-13 11:50:05.395536		-1.8 ms

		2023-06-13 12:50:07.548545		-0.1 ms

		2023-06-13 13:50:08.991058		-0.2 ms

		2023-06-13 14:50:12.68829		-2.1 ms

		2023-06-13 15:50:14.909312		-1.0 ms

		2023-06-13 16:50:16.868406		-0.2 ms

		2023-06-13 17:50:19.973775		0.4 ms

		2023-06-13 18:50:21.416826		2.9 ms

		2023-06-13 19:50:23.187624		-0.2 ms

		2023-06-13 20:50:26.067633		0.6 ms

		2023-06-13 21:50:29.617524		-0.8 ms

		2023-06-13 22:50:33.195798		-3.5 ms

		2023-06-13 23:50:34.907206		-3.2 ms

		2023-06-14 00:50:36.314327		-0.2 ms

		2023-06-14 01:50:38.937395		3.9 ms

		2023-06-14 02:50:41.090257		0.2 ms

		2023-06-14 03:50:44.041639		2.1 ms

		2023-06-14 04:50:46.531144		2.0 ms

		2023-06-14 05:50:48.187953		0.5 ms

		2023-06-14 06:50:50.360144		-1.2 ms

		2023-06-14 07:50:52.885548		5.3 ms

		2023-06-14 08:50:54.872212		2.3 ms

		2023-06-14 09:50:56.67847		2.7 ms

		2023-06-14 10:50:58.252548		3.2 ms

		2023-06-14 11:50:59.674366		-0.6 ms

		2023-06-14 12:51:01.681586		0.0 ms

		2023-06-14 13:51:03.331693		0.7 ms

		2023-06-14 14:51:05.675334		1.2 ms

		2023-06-14 15:51:07.796504		3.0 ms

		2023-06-14 16:51:11.014048		0.6 ms

		2023-06-14 17:51:13.801005		3.5 ms

		2023-06-14 18:51:16.399583		0.8 ms

		2023-06-14 19:51:19.307362		-1.0 ms

		2023-06-14 20:51:22.114246		-2.3 ms

		2023-06-14 21:51:23.946694		-4.5 ms

		2023-06-14 22:51:27.321782		-2.6 ms

		2023-06-14 23:51:29.781005		-1.9 ms

		2023-06-15 00:51:31.930206		0.2 ms

		2023-06-15 01:51:35.731736		-0.3 ms

		2023-06-15 02:51:39.422223		1.0 ms

		2023-06-15 03:51:42.772425		-1.7 ms

		2023-06-15 04:51:46.125434		-0.4 ms

		2023-06-15 05:51:48.048114		1.1 ms

		2023-06-15 06:51:50.783788		2.0 ms

		2023-06-15 07:51:52.420169		-6.9 ms

		2023-06-15 08:51:54.113099		-16.5 ms

		2023-06-15 09:51:55.754281		-14.7 ms

		2023-06-15 10:51:58.515729		-6.3 ms

		2023-06-15 11:52:00.11565		-9.1 ms

		2023-06-15 12:52:02.920433		-10.0 ms

		2023-06-15 13:52:05.180761		-10.5 ms

		2023-06-15 14:52:07.648512		2.3 ms

		2023-06-15 15:52:09.448611		2.6 ms

		2023-06-15 16:52:10.93325		-4.2 ms

		2023-06-15 17:52:14.062381		-2.1 ms

		2023-06-15 18:52:17.348585		1.9 ms

		2023-06-15 19:52:19.165352		-1.1 ms

		2023-06-15 20:52:22.906371		-0.1 ms

		2023-06-15 21:52:25.506434		0.9 ms

		2023-06-15 22:52:27.619171		-1.5 ms

		2023-06-15 23:52:29.006852		-0.6 ms

		2023-06-16 00:52:32.165245		-0.5 ms

		2023-06-16 01:52:35.658764		-0.2 ms

		2023-06-16 02:52:39.185915		3.0 ms

		2023-06-16 03:52:40.779048		1.3 ms

		2023-06-16 04:52:42.333103		-0.4 ms

		2023-06-16 05:52:45.122573		2.6 ms

		2023-06-16 06:52:46.674095		-0.2 ms

		2023-06-16 07:52:48.34902		2.1 ms

		2023-06-16 08:52:49.859474		0.9 ms

		2023-06-16 09:52:51.332937		0.6 ms

		2023-06-16 10:52:53.350032		4.0 ms

		2023-06-16 11:52:54.75182		2.6 ms

		2023-06-16 12:52:57.418119		1.8 ms

		2023-06-16 13:52:59.402137		1.1 ms

		2023-06-16 14:53:01.781446		6.8 ms

		2023-06-16 15:53:04.174504		2.9 ms

		2023-06-16 16:53:06.724461		5.1 ms

		2023-06-16 17:53:08.222459		1.5 ms

		2023-06-16 18:53:11.451504		0.1 ms

		2023-06-16 19:53:13.879253		0.6 ms

		2023-06-16 20:53:17.388478		1.4 ms

		2023-06-16 21:53:20.118649		0.8 ms

		2023-06-16 22:53:23.130639		-1.1 ms

		2023-06-16 23:53:25.94838		0.4 ms

		2023-06-17 00:53:28.533821		1.5 ms

		2023-06-17 01:53:31.000018		0.8 ms

		2023-06-17 02:53:32.536498		0.7 ms

		2023-06-17 03:53:36.512335		0.0 ms

		2023-06-17 04:53:39.857659		-0.7 ms

		2023-06-17 05:53:41.51113		2.0 ms

		2023-06-17 06:53:44.708495		0.3 ms

		2023-06-17 07:53:47.353928		0.9 ms

		2023-06-17 08:53:50.817533		1.3 ms

		2023-06-17 09:53:54.038528		0.6 ms

		2023-06-17 10:53:56.869322		2.6 ms

		2023-06-17 11:53:59.231193		4.1 ms

		2023-06-17 12:54:01.041678		2.5 ms

		2023-06-17 13:54:03.462696		3.7 ms

		2023-06-17 14:54:05.249124		-0.2 ms

		2023-06-17 15:54:08.344016		2.5 ms

		2023-06-17 16:54:11.535805		-1.1 ms

		2023-06-17 17:54:14.621367		-5.5 ms

		2023-06-17 18:54:16.738852		-2.4 ms

		2023-06-17 19:54:18.366462		-2.1 ms

		2023-06-17 20:54:21.601272		-4.3 ms

		2023-06-17 21:54:24.826805		-2.4 ms

		2023-06-17 22:54:26.254839		2.8 ms

		2023-06-17 23:54:29.550973		1.9 ms

		2023-06-18 00:54:31.002327		0.1 ms

		2023-06-18 01:54:33.578052		-2.4 ms

		2023-06-18 02:54:35.215705		-0.6 ms

		2023-06-18 03:54:37.079093		1.5 ms

		2023-06-18 04:54:40.152268		2.0 ms

		2023-06-18 05:54:42.156166		0.5 ms

		2023-06-18 06:54:44.489387		1.8 ms

		2023-06-18 07:54:47.017329		1.8 ms

		2023-06-18 08:54:49.307389		2.9 ms

		2023-06-18 09:54:50.883701		2.7 ms

		2023-06-18 10:54:54.090936		3.1 ms

		2023-06-18 11:54:56.402334		4.7 ms

		2023-06-18 12:54:57.996208		6.3 ms

		2023-06-18 13:54:59.776697		-0.4 ms

		2023-06-18 14:55:02.537298		1.1 ms

		2023-06-18 15:55:06.665143		2.4 ms

		2023-06-18 16:55:09.566293		3.1 ms

		2023-06-18 17:55:12.412244		1.4 ms

		2023-06-18 18:55:15.569446		1.3 ms

		2023-06-18 19:55:18.657466		2.0 ms

		2023-06-18 20:55:20.321878		1.8 ms

		2023-06-18 21:55:23.749458		1.7 ms

		2023-06-18 22:55:26.815555		-1.4 ms

		2023-06-18 23:55:28.821276		-3.8 ms

		2023-06-19 00:55:32.156546		-3.8 ms

		2023-06-19 01:55:35.866331		-2.0 ms

		2023-06-19 02:55:38.957021		0.5 ms

		2023-06-19 03:55:42.02265		3.4 ms

		2023-06-19 04:55:45.267279		2.9 ms

		2023-06-19 05:55:47.137887		2.7 ms

		2023-06-19 06:55:49.461034		2.5 ms

		2023-06-19 07:55:50.921408		20.8 ms

		2023-06-19 08:55:52.7282		0.2 ms

		2023-06-19 09:55:54.183856		2.2 ms

		2023-06-19 10:55:56.205292		1.1 ms

		2023-06-19 11:55:57.980803		-9.8 ms

		2023-06-19 12:56:00.39614		2.3 ms

		2023-06-19 13:56:02.838757		2.1 ms

		2023-06-19 14:56:04.294656		10.6 ms

		2023-06-19 15:56:05.137841		1.0 ms

		2023-06-19 16:56:08.940344		1.0 ms

		2023-06-19 17:56:11.68291		0.5 ms

		2023-06-19 18:56:15.026217		0.3 ms

		2023-06-19 19:56:16.808515		2.1 ms

		2023-06-19 20:56:20.211255		0.5 ms

		2023-06-19 21:56:23.15433		-2.0 ms

		2023-06-19 22:56:26.401944		-4.3 ms

		2023-06-19 23:56:30.472138		-3.0 ms

		2023-06-20 00:56:33.756364		-2.0 ms

		2023-06-20 01:56:37.559691		-0.4 ms

		2023-06-20 02:56:40.217082		-0.2 ms

		2023-06-20 03:56:42.809366		0.0 ms

		2023-06-20 04:56:44.239725		0.7 ms

		2023-06-20 05:56:46.025982		2.3 ms

		2023-06-20 06:56:49.294563		2.2 ms

		2023-06-20 07:56:50.697865		0.4 ms

		2023-06-20 08:56:52.268772		4.2 ms

		2023-06-20 09:56:54.405735		3.3 ms

		2023-06-20 10:56:56.151255		33.3 ms

		2023-06-20 11:56:57.552702		19.4 ms

		2023-06-20 12:56:59.777833		17.5 ms

		2023-06-20 13:57:01.41698		17.4 ms

		2023-06-20 14:57:03.978286		-10.7 ms

		2023-06-20 15:57:05.523693		0.6 ms

		2023-06-20 16:57:07.09536		1.5 ms

		2023-06-20 17:57:08.754412		-4.1 ms

		2023-06-20 18:57:11.439934		11.5 ms

		2023-06-20 19:57:13.519346		5.9 ms

		2023-06-20 20:57:15.871709		-1.0 ms

		2023-06-20 21:57:17.672608		-1.7 ms

		2023-06-20 22:57:19.444457		1.5 ms

		2023-06-20 23:57:21.662589		-1.7 ms

		2023-06-21 00:57:24.604327		0.2 ms

		2023-06-21 01:57:26.014035		1.9 ms

		2023-06-21 02:57:29.631329		1.0 ms

		2023-06-21 03:57:32.276324		-0.9 ms

		2023-06-21 04:57:34.624453		2.4 ms

		2023-06-21 05:57:36.21811		2.9 ms

		2023-06-21 06:57:38.705067		2.3 ms

		2023-06-21 07:57:40.666166		2.9 ms

		2023-06-21 08:57:42.128715		1.1 ms

		2023-06-21 09:57:43.824033		5.1 ms

		2023-06-21 10:57:45.821599		6.7 ms

		2023-06-21 11:57:47.263235		1.1 ms

		2023-06-21 12:57:49.097761		1.2 ms

		2023-06-21 13:57:51.260318		0.1 ms

		2023-06-21 14:57:52.745809		-0.8 ms

		2023-06-21 15:57:54.921464		-1.7 ms

		2023-06-21 16:57:57.798627		-2.1 ms

		2023-06-21 17:58:01.889825		-2.2 ms

		2023-06-21 18:58:03.352657		-3.6 ms

		2023-06-21 19:58:06.694179		-0.8 ms

		2023-06-21 20:58:08.381216		-2.1 ms

		2023-06-21 21:58:12.127145		-2.0 ms

		2023-06-21 22:58:15.760548		-3.0 ms

		2023-06-21 23:58:19.527562		-3.8 ms

		2023-06-22 00:58:21.480245		-7.5 ms

		2023-06-22 01:58:24.034307		-2.8 ms

		2023-06-22 02:58:26.063312		0.7 ms

		2023-06-22 03:58:28.185806		1.4 ms

		2023-06-22 04:58:31.827167		0.7 ms

		2023-06-22 05:58:34.940117		1.0 ms

		2023-06-22 06:58:36.648395		1.5 ms

		2023-06-22 07:58:38.162405		1.6 ms

		2023-06-22 08:58:39.899668		-2.0 ms

		2023-06-22 09:58:41.774171		2.6 ms

		2023-06-22 10:58:43.33968		1.2 ms

		2023-06-22 11:58:44.953149		4.5 ms

		2023-06-22 12:58:47.296758		7.3 ms

		2023-06-22 13:58:50.754613		6.3 ms

		2023-06-22 14:58:52.493551		6.2 ms

		2023-06-22 15:58:54.7961		3.7 ms

		2023-06-22 16:58:56.495882		-4.0 ms

		2023-06-22 17:58:59.677232		-3.8 ms

		2023-06-22 18:59:03.949138		-2.5 ms

		2023-06-22 19:59:05.378141		-4.1 ms

		2023-06-22 20:59:08.604068		-1.2 ms

		2023-06-22 21:59:10.519563		0.0 ms

		2023-06-22 22:59:13.187412		3.1 ms

		2023-06-22 23:59:14.971919		2.1 ms

		2023-06-23 00:59:18.339652		0.8 ms

		2023-06-23 01:59:20.058922		2.6 ms

		2023-06-23 02:59:21.637754		2.3 ms

		2023-06-23 03:59:23.261938		2.2 ms

		2023-06-23 04:59:27.288091		-0.2 ms

		2023-06-23 05:59:30.524292		-0.1 ms

		2023-06-23 06:59:34.412998		0.3 ms

		2023-06-23 07:59:38.166918		1.0 ms

		2023-06-23 08:59:40.143766		1.0 ms

		2023-06-23 09:59:42.145524		4.4 ms

		2023-06-23 10:59:43.621431		2.6 ms

		2023-06-23 11:59:45.299203		3.0 ms

		2023-06-23 12:59:47.119588		-0.1 ms

		2023-06-23 13:59:48.613246		-1.0 ms

		2023-06-23 14:59:51.656427		0.5 ms

		2023-06-23 15:59:55.478427		2.5 ms

		2023-06-23 16:59:59.370078		-0.9 ms

		2023-06-23 18:00:02.787303		-0.3 ms

		2023-06-23 19:00:06.379851		0.6 ms

		2023-06-23 20:00:09.123521		-1.8 ms

		2023-06-23 21:00:10.636439		-0.1 ms

		2023-06-23 22:00:12.131781		3.0 ms

		2023-06-23 23:00:15.886128		2.8 ms

		2023-06-24 00:00:17.381409		2.1 ms

		2023-06-24 01:00:19.052891		1.1 ms

		2023-06-24 02:00:22.639374		2.4 ms

		2023-06-24 03:00:25.171861		-0.1 ms

		2023-06-24 04:00:26.727516		-0.7 ms

		2023-06-24 05:00:28.254047		0.9 ms

		2023-06-24 06:00:29.87327		4.5 ms

		2023-06-24 07:00:32.671983		2.0 ms

		2023-06-24 08:00:34.284675		3.4 ms

		2023-06-24 09:00:35.855712		5.0 ms

		2023-06-24 10:00:37.622889		2.2 ms

		2023-06-24 11:00:40.013344		2.2 ms

		2023-06-24 12:00:42.068219		2.0 ms

		2023-06-24 13:00:43.597277		-0.1 ms

		2023-06-24 14:00:45.154394		2.4 ms

		2023-06-24 15:00:46.914892		1.2 ms

		2023-06-24 16:00:49.313423		1.7 ms

		2023-06-24 17:00:51.310315		-0.4 ms

		2023-06-24 18:00:54.861552		0.5 ms

		2023-06-24 19:00:57.119169		-0.5 ms

		2023-06-24 20:00:58.727183		0.6 ms

		2023-06-24 21:01:01.049908		1.9 ms

		2023-06-24 22:01:03.980588		2.5 ms

		2023-06-24 23:01:05.626183		-1.6 ms

		2023-06-25 00:01:08.287867		0.0 ms

		2023-06-25 01:01:11.907007		3.4 ms

		2023-06-25 02:01:13.468054		1.8 ms

		2023-06-25 03:01:15.583973		2.1 ms

		2023-06-25 04:01:17.472983		-0.6 ms

		2023-06-25 05:01:20.0509		-0.1 ms

		2023-06-25 06:01:23.013304		-1.0 ms

		2023-06-25 07:01:25.177248		1.6 ms

		2023-06-25 08:01:28.270614		-1.6 ms

		2023-06-25 09:01:31.247214		0.6 ms

		2023-06-25 10:01:33.420747		-1.2 ms

		2023-06-25 11:01:35.108022		2.6 ms

		2023-06-25 12:01:36.634888		-1.0 ms

		2023-06-25 13:01:39.780319		2.6 ms

		2023-06-25 14:01:42.536705		1.3 ms

		2023-06-25 15:01:44.264207		1.1 ms

		2023-06-25 16:01:45.738428		1.1 ms

		2023-06-25 17:01:48.541546		-0.8 ms

		2023-06-25 18:01:50.085556		-1.8 ms

		2023-06-25 19:01:52.921347		-1.7 ms

		2023-06-25 20:01:55.327702		-0.6 ms

		2023-06-25 21:01:56.964031		1.2 ms

		2023-06-25 22:01:59.579371		0.3 ms

		2023-06-25 23:02:01.648426		-3.2 ms

		2023-06-26 00:02:04.155249		0.9 ms

		2023-06-26 01:02:06.884621		-2.1 ms

		2023-06-26 02:02:08.899874		0.8 ms

		2023-06-26 03:02:10.4744		-1.4 ms

		2023-06-26 04:02:14.144854		-5.0 ms

		2023-06-26 05:02:17.669441		-1.9 ms

		2023-06-26 06:02:21.312653		-3.0 ms

		2023-06-26 07:02:23.17846		-1.4 ms

		2023-06-26 08:02:24.914967		2.4 ms

		2023-06-26 09:02:27.019154		3.6 ms

		2023-06-26 10:02:28.585239		2.3 ms

		2023-06-26 11:02:30.066901		1.4 ms

		2023-06-26 12:02:31.440042		3.6 ms

		2023-06-26 13:02:33.870852		0.5 ms

		2023-06-26 14:02:35.90909		-1.0 ms

		2023-06-26 15:02:37.895213		0.4 ms

		2023-06-26 16:02:39.28112		8.7 ms

		2023-06-26 17:02:41.417245		0.2 ms

		2023-06-26 18:02:44.473083		0.0 ms

		2023-06-26 19:02:47.025611		-0.9 ms

		2023-06-26 20:02:49.436107		1.6 ms

		2023-06-26 21:02:52.650895		0.8 ms

		2023-06-26 22:02:55.246355		-2.0 ms

		2023-06-26 23:02:56.826927		1.0 ms

		2023-06-27 00:02:58.310627		2.4 ms

		2023-06-27 01:03:01.31808		1.7 ms

		2023-06-27 02:03:03.307621		0.8 ms

		2023-06-27 03:03:06.470399		0.1 ms

		2023-06-27 04:03:08.302745		-0.7 ms

		2023-06-27 05:03:11.711062		-0.4 ms

		2023-06-27 06:03:14.592774		1.4 ms

		2023-06-27 07:03:17.323512		4.2 ms

		2023-06-27 08:03:19.436372		-0.1 ms

		2023-06-27 09:03:21.294724		2.4 ms

		2023-06-27 10:03:22.930857		1.1 ms

		2023-06-27 11:03:25.405776		2.8 ms

		2023-06-27 12:03:27.268952		-0.5 ms

		2023-06-27 13:03:29.948556		3.1 ms

		2023-06-27 14:03:31.565891		0.7 ms

		2023-06-27 15:03:33.142064		2.1 ms

		2023-06-27 16:03:34.783265		-0.8 ms





###
Evidence of Intent

Last updated: Fri 06 Mar 2020 14:08:40 UTC

1. Purpose

The purpose of this document Evidence of Intent is to secure a) evidence of intent to sign and b) evidence of what Sign Material there was intent to sign, to avoid claims that different Sign Material was viewed than what was the output in the final Evidence Package.

2. Screen captures

When a person signs a document using Scrive eSign a screen capture is executed on the person´s screen and saved by Scrive eSign. When sealing the signed document Scrive eSign includes the screen captures from all signing parties into this document. 

The screen capture technology used sometimes fails to execute the screen capture. Therefore, in case the screen capture technology would fail, a screen capture with a reference signing view is prepared in Scrive eSign at each production upgrade and Upon sealing the document, Scrive eSign includes the latest reference screen captures in this Evidence of Intent as a reference. Important to note is also that, in the event log below each time stamp reflects the clock of the client, which may be different from the clock of Scrive eSign.

		Time		IP		Event

		2023-06-15 07:55:10.427 UTC		213.80.123.194		Peter Westford (PW) opened the document in the signing view. Click here to see an attached screen capture of the top of their signing view.

		2023-06-15 07:55:34.438 UTC		213.80.123.194		Peter Westford (PW) signed the document. Click here to see attached screen capture of their signing view. Click here to see attached screen capture of the reference signing view created at 2023-05-25 16:26:47 UTC.

		2023-06-27 15:17:44.377 UTC		81.235.174.180		Margareta Bengtsson (MB) opened the document in the signing view. Click here to see an attached screen capture of the top of their signing view.

		2023-06-27 15:18:10.653 UTC		81.235.174.180		Margareta Bengtsson (MB) signed the document. Click here to see attached screen capture of their signing view. Click here to see attached screen capture of the reference signing view created at 2023-06-16 14:45:19 UTC.

		2023-06-27 16:10:33.945 UTC		83.185.36.63		Fredrik Hemviken (FH) opened the document in the signing view. Click here to see an attached screen capture of the top of their signing view.

		2023-06-27 16:11:01.246 UTC		83.185.36.63		Fredrik Hemviken (FH) signed the document. Click here to see attached screen capture of their signing view. Click here to see attached screen capture of the reference signing view created at 2023-06-16 14:45:19 UTC.







